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ABSTRACT
Electronic devices that are based on semiconducting organic materials are very
attractive to use in a growing number of applications. Flexible displays, RFidentification tags, solar cells and more, are all examples where the possibility
for solution processing, cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and tuneability of
electronic and optical properties via chemical synthesis, that are offered by
organic materials are highly desired.
In order for organic-based electronic devices to fulfill their potential, fabrications
procedures that maintain the advantages of organic materials are required.
Conventional fabrication procedures and especially patterning or lithography
techniques employed in the microelectronic industry are not always compatible
with organic materials, and moreover, do not allow the ease of processing
associated with such materials.
Therefore, it is clear that in the field of organic electronics alternative fabrication
and patterning techniques have to be employed. Almost two decades of intensive
research have led to the development of a variety of alternative patterning
techniques that are capable of micrometer and nanometer resolution. However,
only in recent years some of those methods were employed in the fabrication
scheme of organic devices.
The main goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate how alternative patterning
technique, and especially those involving self-assembly, can be successfully
employed in the fabrication of organic devices. We aimed not only to fabricate
devices but also addressing unresolved issued in either the fabrication or
operation of such devices.
We first demonstrate how self assembled monolayers and the photocatalytic
effect of titanium dioxide can be exploited to form a micrometer-scale templates
that allow self localization of an organic conducting material. These templates
serve as the source and drain electrodes of an organic field effect transistor.

1

Nanometer-scale patterning is demonstrated as part of the fabrication scheme of
organic photovoltaic devices. In this case self-assembly of block copolymers is
exploited to fabricate devices with controlled interpenetrating heterojunction.
We show that devices with this highly desired architecture can present up to two
fold increase in device efficiency.
The final chapter of this thesis addresses a different subject. We experimentally
and theoretically show the existence of an ultra long range resonant energy
transfer mechanism. We present experimental evidence for resonant energy
transfer in the range of 100 nm in a specific materials system, which far exceed
the range predicated by known resonant energy transfer mechanisms. Such
process can have important implications on the way we understand organic solar
cells operation and can provide new guidelines for organic solar cells
architectures and optimization.

2
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INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate how alternative lithography
techniques, especially those based on self-assembly can be integrated
successfully into the fabrication scheme of organic-based electronic devices.
Lithography techniques that can replace conventional photolithography and
electron beam or ion beam lithography have been the subject of intensive work
over the last two decades. The result is a “tool box” with large number of
alternative patterning techniques capable of achieving features ranging from the
micrometer-scale to the nanometer-scale. Yet, the actual incorporation of those
techniques in the fabrication of electronic devices received insufficient attention.
This is more emphasized if the success criterion is not merely the fabrication of a
device, but also addressing unresolved issues in either the fabrication process or
the functionality of the device.
In the organic electronics field, alternative lithography and fabrication
techniques hold few advantages over conventional methods. One, they are in
many cases much more cost-effective. Second, they can be used with a variety of
substrates including non-planar and flexible substrates. Third, they are
compatible with organic materials that can not always be processed using
conventional methods. Fourth, they allow realization of novel device
architectures which are impossible to achieve via conventional routes.
Out of the “tool box” of alternative techniques we have chosen to concentrate in
those based on the self-assembly phenomenon. The advantages of such methods
are that they correspond to the demands for cost-effective process, and were
proven to allow both micro and nanometer scale resolution. The major
disadvantage of such methods is that it is extremely challenging to obtain high
fidelity, defect free, patterns over large areas. Since large area is a basic demand
in organic devices, we had to address and resolve this issue in our suggested
processes.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our suggested processes, we have
chosen to fabricate an organic field effect transistor (OFET) as the micrometer-
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scale test case, and an organic photovoltaic device (OPV) as the nanometer-scale
example. Our first task was to identify the challenges arising from each type of
device, which can be either process or operation related. Then chose the
appropriate method to overcome those challenges and developed a process
scheme based on it. Finally, the functionality of devices fabricated using this
process was examined.
During the course of our work we have encountered a phenomenon that we
believed to be an indication of an ultra long range (~100 nm) resonant energy
transfer mechanism. As there is almost no experimental evidence for such
mechanism in the literature, we found it is important to explore this issue
furthermore although it is somewhat out of the context from the rest of this
dissertation. Experimental work and theoretical insights on this subject are
therefore presented.
This thesis is multidisciplinary in nature incorporating design, fabrication and
analysis of electronic devices. While writing this thesis it felt that addressing
each topic comprehensively will be like trying to hold the stick from both ends.
Therefore, we tried to keep a delicate balance so this dissertation will be
appealing to readers from all disciplines. Of course, some background knowledge
is unavoidable.
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter one presents alternative patterning techniques. Since this subject is vast
and includes many techniques and sub techniques, it is out of the scope of this
thesis to cover it all. Therefore, some techniques are only mentioned by name
while the emphasis is on methods that were employed in this work.
Chapter two overviews the field of organic electronics. The main goal here is to
introduce the subject and to note the usefulness of alternative patterning
techniques in this field. Emphasis is given to devices relevant to this work: the
organic field effect transistor and the organic photovoltaic cell.
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Chapter three introduces our work on micrometer-scale patterning via photopatternable self assembled monolayers. Detailed process and characterization of
field effect transistors fabricated using this process are presented
Chapter four presents our work on nanometer-scale, block copolymer
lithography based nanoimprinting of organic semiconducting polymers, and the
implementation of this process in the fabrication of photovoltaic cells with
controlled interpenetrating heterojunction.
Chapter five addresses the issue of ultra long range resonant energy transfer.
Background on known (short range) energy transfer mechanisms is given as well
as some theoretical insight on the possible origin of ultra long range energy
transfer. The results of the experimental work carried out in order to validate the
existence of this mechanism are presented.
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CHAPTER ONE: ALTERANTIVE PATTERNING TECHNIQUES
In this chapter alternative patterning techniques are introduced. We start with a
short overview giving “historical” background and noting what is expected from
such alternative techniques. We then turn to present the “tool box” – the variety of
alternative techniques. Since this is a vast subject with many techniques and subtechniques we do not aim to fully cover it, still we give a general picture and set the
terminology used (which in the literature can be somewhat confusing). We
conclude by a more elaborate discussion on the techniques used in this work.

1.1. OVERVIEW
Patterns’ dimensions produced by lithography (usually photolithography) have
been reducing steadily following roughly what is known as the Moore’s law. The
resolutions achieved today using photolithography, 45 nm at full scale
production and 32 nm very soon to follow, were considered impossible twenty
years ago 1, thus, spurring great interest in finding alternative patterning
techniques that could replace conventional photolithography or e-beam
lithography (the latter was considered inadequate for large scale production due
to its serial nature). In order for such alternative techniques to incorporated into
production they were expected to hold the following characteristics: i) Allow
sub-micron and nanometer scale resolution with high fidelity. ii) Allow
patterning of large areas. iii) Be cost-efficient. Although today some alternative
lithography techniques are able to meet, to some extent, all the above
requirements, they were not integrated into the microelectronic industry. The
main reason is of course that photolithography overcame successfully all the
obstacles it was facing, but, also because when developing alternative techniques
researchers were mainly directed by the nanometer scale requirement and
neglected the requirements for high fidelity across large areas. In other words,
they were not application driven. Quoting George M. Whitesides, a major
contributor and a pioneer of this field 2: “It is evident that one can make a wide
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variety of previously unmakable nanoscale structures. The questions now are
‘‘Who cares?’’ and ‘‘What are they good for?’’”. While this statement might be
exaggerated, it is capturing the essence behind our work, the “tool-box” exists
but one needs to choose the right “tool” and implement it into a fabrication
scheme that would result in a functional device.
Despite the above, photolithography has its limitations

3, 4.

It is not cost efficient

requiring expensive equipment. It is not suited for patterning non-planar
surfaces and can only generate two-dimensional patterns. It is directly used only
with photoresists, therefore, not applicable where they cannot be used, or where
subsequent procedures that transfer patterns from the photoresist to the
substrate (for example, etching) are inadequate. There are a growing numbers of
areas where those limitations are preventing the use of photolithography or ebeam lithography

2, 4,

one of them is organic electronics. The disadvantages of

conventional lithography and on the other hand the advantages of alternative
lithography with respect to organic electronics are discussed in chapter 2.
In the literature, alternative techniques are often referred to as “unconventional
lithography”

5

or “soft lithography”

2, 3,

we find those definitions to be too

general and therefore in the discussion to follow we will roughly divide
alternative techniques into three categories: soft lithography, printing, and selfassembly. Each of these categories includes a number of techniques and subtechniques, and as already mentioned only those relevant to this thesis will be
reviewed.

1.2. SOFT LITHOGRAPHY
In this category we included methods that are based on molding and/or
embossing. Molding involves curing a precursor (usually a monomer or a prepolymer) against a topographically pre-patterned substrate. Its main use is to
facilitate the transition from a rigid structured template (master) to a soft replica
of the master, a process that is referred to as Replica Molding (RM) 5. The master
template is usually fabricated from rigid materials (for example, silicon or
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quartz) using conventional methods. Being non flexible and expensive to
fabricate while having a limited life expectancy, the transition to a soft, flexible,
cheap, and disposable replica is in many times preferred. An often used material
for replicas fabrication is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

3, 6, 7.

This elastomeric

material can be easily cast on top of a rigid master and then thermally cured and
pilled off, resulting in an exact replica of the master template (see Figure 1). In
Addition to RM, molding is also used in other sub-techniques such as Step-andFlash Imprint

Lithography (SFIL),

Microtransfer Molding (TM),

and

Micromolding In Capillaries (MIMIC) 4, 5, 8.
A

F

G

Photoresist

Silicon
Polymer film
UV exposure

B

1.

Thermal
curing.

2.

pill off
replica

Substrate

E
Nanoimprinting:
PDMS

1. Heating
2. Apply pressure

Silicon

Silicon

3. Cooling
4. remove pressure
and stamp

Photoresist
development

D

C
Etch

Silicon

Silicon

Substrate

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a process incorporating molding and
embossing based techniques. A-D) Fabrication of master template using
photolithography. E-F) Molding of elastomeric (soft) template. G)
Embossing (or nanoimprinting) of a polymer film using the soft replica.
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Embossing describes the process in which a pattern is transferred from a
template into a deformable material coated on a surface. This method, is very
common in the mass production of compact discs, digital versatile discs (DVD),
holograms, diffraction gratings, micro-tools, and plastic parts 3. The templates
can be either rigid or “soft”, but regardless, the pattern transfer follows basically
the same procedure (see Figure 1): First, the material to be patterned is brought
to its deformable state. This can be done by heating the material above its glasstransition temperature (Tg) 9 or by saturating it with solvent vapors (i.e. solvent
annealing) 10-12. Secondly, pressure is applied to the template pressing it against
the material to be patterned. Finally, the system is cooled or dried (depends on
the annealing method) and the template is removed 13-16.
A crucial step in both embossing and molding is the release (pill off) of the mold
or template. If a good adhesion exist between the two components (master-mold
or template-deformable material), it will be impossible to separate the two
without damaging the patterns. A possible way to avoid this problem is by using
a mold or template made of low surface energy materials

17,

but usually this

problem is resolved by deposition of a release layer or anti-stiction layer on the
master or template. Commonly, such layers are self assembled monolayers

18, 19

or fluorinated polymers 6.
When the pattern dimensions are in the sub-micron or nanometer scales,
embossing is termed Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) and templates are referred
to as stamps. This method have shown to provide even molecular resolution
indicating it might be only limited by the stamp resolution

21.

20

Yet, as already

noted, the true evaluation of a patterning technique is its ability to pattern large
areas (at least mm2 but preferably cm2 and above). Considering this demand as
well, NIL was successfully able to produce features as small as 10 nm when rigid
stamps were used 16, and ~25 nm using soft stamps 12, 22. Although, rigid stamps
seemingly provide better resolution, elastomeric stamps are often preferred as
they are cheaper to produce (many can be produce from a single rigid stamp)
and can conform to non-planar surface topography over large areas (>cm2).
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The major limitation of NIL is that it relies on conventional lithography to
fabricate the rigid stamps. While the use of conventional lithography can be
minimized when soft stamps are used and only one rigid master stamp is
fabricated, it is still very expensive when even moderately large areas are
concerned (~cm2). Moreover, with only a single master stamp available,
replicating soft stamps is a serial, highly time consuming process. In a type of
research as the one presented in Chapter 4, where numerous soft stamps were
used along the way, it was very difficult to rely on a single master and alternative
method, that produced multiple masters, was developed.

1.3. PRINTING
Printing involves transferring of materials onto predetermined areas of a
substrate and includes sub-techniques such as microcontact printing (CP) 23-27,
ink-jet printing 24, 25, 28-31, gravure printing 32, 33, and screen printing 4, 8, 24. Among
all the alternative techniques printing seems to have the best potential to be used
in organic electronics. The main reason is it is a mature technology which was
adjusted to print a variety of insulating, conducting or semiconducting materials
instead of the regular inks 34. Another reason, which you are probably aware of if
using a hard copy of this thesis, is that it holds a proven ability to achieve large
area patterning on inexpensive substrates like paper, glass, plastic, laminates,
and metals.
Out of the printing methods mentioned above, ink-jet printing is considered to be
the most promising. Unlike other printing techniques it is a non-contact
patterning technique that does not cause mechanical damage or contamination
to the devices. Moreover, patterning is completed at the same time as material is
deposited. Additionally, patterns are computer generated and no masks or
templates are required.
While ink-jet printing was successfully incorporated in the fabrication of a large
variety of organic electronic devices 4, 24, 25, 29-31, 35-39, it is still considered limited
on its own, mainly because its poor resolution, 25-50 m at most. This low
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resolution originate from variations in droplets flight directions and their
spreading over the substrate 39. It is possible to achieve better resolution when
the substrate is pre-patterned

39

for example by the procedure described in

Chapter 3.

1.4. SELF ASSEMBLY
Self-assembling system is one in which the individual components interact in
pre-defined ways that result in the spontaneous self-organization of those
components into higher-order structures. From molecules to much more
complex biological systems, self-assembly contributes to making patterns,
ordered objects, and functional systems. There are several approaches for using
self-assembly as a patterning technique. They range from molecular
manipulation 8, 40 through the use of self assembled monolayers (SAMs) 40, 41 and
supramolecular chemistry

40,

to much larger systems made by the controlled

self-assembly of colloids 27, 40, 42 or block copolymers 6, 43, 44. Hereunder we will
concentrate on SAMs and block copolymers.

1.4.1 SELF ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS (SAMS)
A self assembled monolayer is a monolayer of amphiphilic organic molecules
that under suitable conditions can form spontaneously as an ordered, twodimensional, lattice on the surface of an appropriate substrate. As depict in
Figure 2, the molecules in the SAM lattice chemically bind to the substrate at one
end (head group), while the other end of the molecules (tail group) constitutes
the exposed surface of the SAM 45-48. Van-der-Walls (VDW) interactions between
the molecules chains are responsible for the formation of an ordered layer as the
energetic stability originate from those interactions overcome entropy forces.
SAMs are usually used to alter the substrate surface characteristics, that can be
its surface energy and/or its surface potential 49-51, as once SAM is formed its tail
group dictate the new surface properties
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47, 52

and the chemical bond to the

substrate eliminates surface states. It is possible to form a variety of SAMs, for
example, thiols form SAMs on metals such as gold, silver, copper, iron, platinum,
and palladium

52-57.

They can also be formed on some compound

semiconductors, such as InP and GaAs

58-60.

Organosilanes can form SAMs on

hydroxylated silicon, silicon dioxide and other metal-oxides (for example TiO2)
surfaces 52, 61-67.
The formation of SAMs can be achieved either from solution 48 or from the vapor
phase

61

(if the molecules are volatile). While process and material parameters

like temperature, surface treatment, concentration, humidity, crystallographic
orientation, molecules length (i.e. the number of alkyl groups), and more, were
all found to influence the resulting monolayer, it is important to keep in mind
that it is still a thermodynamic self-assembly process, thus, the “error free”
control over the process is limited. Still, in recent years advancement in
monolayers deposition from the vapor phase, termed Molecular Vapor
Deposition (MVD), have made it possible to achieve a nearly perfect monolayers
68.

Tail group (CH3, COOH…)

VDW interactions

Carbon based chain
Head group (SH– thiols, SiX3 – Silans)

Substrate

Chemical bond

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a Self Assembled Monolayer (SAM). To
the left a general structure of a molecule that can form SAM, and to the
right a monolayer formed on a substrate.

There are two main approaches to utilize SAM in pattern formation. The first
approach is to selectively deposit the molecules only on pre-defined areas or to
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deposit them on the entire surface and then selectively remove them. This
approach requires one to pattern the surface before forming the SAM on the first
case or to use dry etching techniques on the second case. A second approach is to
selectively chemically alter the molecules tail group after the SAM was formed on
the entire surface, and by that obtain different surface properties (e.g.,
hydrophilic or hydrophobic surface). This was shown to be possible by
physically touching the monolayer with a conductive Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) tip

69, 70,

a method that enables nanometer scale resolution, but is highly

time consuming. A different possibility is to use tail groups/molecules that are
chemically modified when illuminated. Irradiating the surface in selective areas
can then lead to patterned surface

41, 71.

The advantage of this method is that it

can exploit the benefits of photolithography (mass production, resolution, etc.)
while avoiding some of the problems associated with it (such as the use of
photoresist). The disadvantage is that it requires the synthesis of new photoresponsive molecules that will possess the desired surface properties and the
ability to form SAM. In Chapter 3 another approach is presented where the
chemical modification results from the substrate reaction with light, thus
circumventing the need for specially synthesized molecules.

1.4.2 BLOCK COPOLYMERS LITHOGRAPHY
Block copolymers (BCPs) consist of two or more chemically distinct polymer
fragments or blocks, covalently bonded together in a linear, branched, or star
formation to form a larger, more complex macromolecule

72, 73.

When the two

blocks are immiscible, they can phase-separate in the solid state and form
periodic morphologies of chemically distinct domains (phases)

74, 75.

The

covalent bond between the two blocks imposes the proximity between the two,
prevents macro phase separation, and obliges phase separation in the molecular
length scales (5-500 nm). Unlike the case of a binary mixture of low-molecular
weight fluids, the entropy of mixing per unit volume of dissimilar polymers is
small and vary inversely with the molecular weight

76

, thus even very similar

polymer blocks are immiscible at sufficient molecular weight.
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Hereunder, for the sake of simplicity, the discussion will concentrate on linear diblock copolymers, the simplest type of block copolymers and the one relevant for
this thesis. Linear di-block copolymer, which we will refer to as BCP, consists of
two distinctive linear polymers, one composed entirely from the monomer A and
the other entirely from the monomer B. The two polymer blocks are attached in
their edges to one another (see Figure 3).

A

B
A

A

A

B

A
A
A

B

A

B

B

B

B

B

Figure 3. A) Schematic illustration of a linear di-block copolymer. B) The
different morphologies accessible for linear di-block copolymers as a
function of the A-block volumetric fraction (fA).

In the bulk, and when the material is in the solid state or in melt, energetic
balance dictates whether phase separation will occur. Thermodynamically, a
change will take place only if it is energetically favored, i.e. when the change in
Gibbs free energy is negative (G < 0):

(1.4.1)

G  H  T  S
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where H denote the change in enthalpy, S the change in entropy, and T is the
temperature. As can be seen from Eq. (1.4.1) enthalpy and entropy pulls the
system in opposite directions, entropy pulls towards disorder while enthalpy
towards order by minimizing the interfaces between the two blocks

77.

When

phase separation is enabled different morphologies are accessible as a function
of the polymer molecular weight, the segmental interactions (known as the
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter), and the volumetric composition (see
Figure 3), while the overall polymer length dictates the domain sizes.
While phase separation in BCP is purely based on thermodynamic equilibrium it
is often concealed by kinetic effects. The main effect is related to the polymer size
which slow down diffusion, facilitate glassy dynamics and increases enthalpy
barriers 76. Therefore, in order to observe phase separation in BCP these kinetic
barriers have to be overcome. Two well established techniques enable this:
thermal annealing (TA)

78

and solvent annealing (SA)

79.

In TA the polymer is

heated above its glass transition temperature (Tg) allowing a slow segregation of
the polymer chains. In the SA technique a third small molecule (the solvent) is
introduce enabling movement of the polymer chains by reducing the energy loss
caused by joints in the chains. In other words, the solvent effectively reduces the
Tg of the polymer, thus, enabling segregation already at room temperature.
Until this point the discussion dealt with the case of bulk BCP, however, in order
to utilize BCP in a patterning technique the patterns created by the different
phases need to be transferred to the underlying substrate. This implies that thin
films of BCP are to be used and that not only the morphology is important but
also the orientation of the phases relatively to the substrate. Additionally, the
film is required to be uniform and defect free. All the above parameters are
influenced and can be controlled by the thickness of the BCP film and the
interactions between the different blocks and the two interfaces (i.e., the bottom
interface with the solid substrate and the top interface with the atmosphere).
When the interfaces are dissimilar, which is usually the case, the boundary
conditions are anti-symmetric, and the BCP will wet the surface in what is called
anti-symmetric wetting, meaning one of the blocks will form the interface with
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the substrate and the other with the atmosphere (see Figure 4A)

80.

Therefore,

the thickness of the BCP film prior to annealing, tBCP, must follow:
(1.4.2)

1

tBCP   n    L0
2


where L0 is the equilibrium periodicity of the phases (see Figure 4). When this
specific thickness is not achieved the film will re-arrange itself during annealing
to confirm with the boundary conditions and the required thickness. This rearrangement will result in uneven topography in the form of

“holes” and

“islands” in the film (Figure 4B) 81.
The orientation of the BCP relatively to the substrate can be controlled via two
routes. One, it to obtain a very thin film relatively to L0 (tBCP<0.5L0 74) forcing the
phases to capture a different orientation than the preferable one

74, 81.

For

example, if the BCP illustrated in Figure 4 will be cast to a film thin enough, the
lamellar morphology will be orientated perpendicular to the surface (Figure 4C)
instead of the parallel orientation in the thicker film. The second route is to form
the film on a substrate that holds similar affinity to either of the blocks. As none
of the blocks prefer to establish the interface with the substrate, both will be in
touch with it and a perpendicular orientation will be achieved 82.
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L0

L0

L0

L0/2

L0/2

(A)

t < L0

(B)

(C)

Figure 4. BCP film under anti-symmetric wetting conditions. (A) Ideal film
where tBCP prior to annealing met thickness requirements (see text). (B)
non-ideal film where tBCP prior to annealing did not follow thickness
requirements.

“holes” and “islands” were formed when the film re-

arranged during annealing. (C) Perpendicular oriented film where tBCP is
smaller than L0.
The large patterned area that can be obtained, and the nanometer scale
resolution, makes thin films of BCPs very attractive to be used as a way to obtain
nanometer-scale features

43, 83.

The basis behind patterning using BCP, termed

BCP lithography, is that the different blocks composing the BCP hold different
physical or chemical properties, thus the resulting phases will also hold different
properties. Such differences can be different polarity
procedures

84,

83,

resistance to etching

or the chemical process taking place in the polymer upon

exposure to UV radiation

85.

The idea behind BCP lithography is to utilize those

differences in order to selectively alter or remove one of the blocks. The
remaining film is then used as a mask in subsequent procedures that transfer the
pattern to the underlying substrate performing similar function as photoresist in
a photolithography procedure.
The

BCP

used

in

this

work

is

based

on

polystyrene

(PS)

and

poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA). These two polymers have significantly
different photodegradation properties. PMMA is known to be a negative
photoresist, i.e., when irradiated PMMA degrades via chain scission
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86.

On the

other hand, the chemical processes taking place in PS upon exposure to the same
irradiation are less well defined, with cross linking (reduction in solubility),
chain scission, and oxidation taking place

86.

Utilizing those differences a thin

film of PS-b-PMMA can be used to generate nanometer-scale features by
exposing the film to UV radiation. Such exposure will eliminate the PMMA block
leaving the surface patterned with only the PS. This pattern can than be
transferred to the substrate using etching techniques, where the PS is used as a
protective layer (etching mask)

6, 84, 87-90

or it can be used as master mold to be

replicated using another elastomer such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 82. In
Chapter four this process is presented in more details.
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CHAPTER TWO: ORGANIC ELECTRONIC DEVICES
This chapter begins with a general overview on the field of organic electronics and
sets the ground for understanding why alternative patterning techniques are so
attractive to use in this field. The chapter continues with a review of the specific
organic devices used in this work, namely the field effect transistor and the
photovoltaic cell focusing on the operation and fabrication of those devices.

2.1. OVERVIEW
An organic electronic device can be defined as a functional electronic or
optoelectronic device in which the active material is made of organic molecules,
either small molecules (C60 for example) or macromolecules (oligomers or
polymers for example). The pursuit after the realization of such devices was
inspired by the reports in the late 1970s on conductivity in polyacetylene 91 and
on the ability to tune the electrical properties by means of chemical “doping”,
allowing this polymer to exhibit insulating, semiconducting, or metallic behavior
92.

Not all organic molecules can display metallic or semiconducting properties, and
the origin of conductivity or charge transport in organic materials is quite
different than in inorganic semiconducting crystals and metals. In the latter,
conductivity can be classically explained by the Drude model which assumes that
electrons accelerate under an applied electric field until a scattering event is
taking place. After such an event electrons will continue accelerating until the
next event. Thus, charge transport is “ballistic” in nature. The same concept can
be derived from quantum mechanics where electrons in an ordered lattice are
formally described by Bloch waves and are considered “free” particles travelling
with an effective momentum 93.
In organic materials, as noted before, the situation is different. In order to
understand charge transport in organic materials we first have to discus the way
the energy levels in such materials are formed and what differs an insulating
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organic material from a semiconducting one. Polyethylene (Figure 5A) for
example, is a polymer in which the repeating monomer is ethane. Coupling of the
Sp3 hybridized carbon atoms results in a large splitting of the energy levels into
bonding and anti-bonding states (Figure 5C).
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

LUMO









HOMO



*

LUMO



HOMO














Figure 5. The molecular structure of polyethylene (A), and polyacetylene
(B). The molecular orbitals energy diagram of ethane (C) and ethylene (D).

The single carbon-carbon bond constructing the backbone of polyethylene
originates from the  state formed by the Px/Px interaction, while the Highest
Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular
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Orbital (LUMO) are in this case the degenerate anti-bonding pair of y* and z*
orbitals and the anti-bonding *(px/px) orbital, respectively 94. The large energetic
difference between the HOMO and LUMO levels, also known as the band gap,
which in polyethylene is about 9 eV, practically defines polyethylene as an
insulator since at room temperature the thermal energy is insufficient for
exciting carriers from the HOMO across such a gap to the LUMO level, thus,
thermally generated carriers are scarce. In addition, it is impossible to find
metals that could inject charge carriers into it or materials that could act as
dopants in such extreme case 95.
Polyacetylene, on the other hand, represents a different class of polymers. Its
constituent repeating monomer is ethylene resulting in an alternating single and
double bonds structure (Figure 5B) classifying it as a conjugated polymer. In
conjugated polymers the hybridization of the carbon orbitals is into Sp2 and pz
and the chain backbone is based on  bonds from the Sp2 orbitals

94.

Similar to

the case of polyethylene, the strong overlap between the Sp2 orbitals leads to
large splitting of the energy levels, however, the overlap between the pz orbitals
of adjacent carbon atoms, which is responsible for the  bonds, is less substantial
and therefore results in much narrower splitting of the energy levels into
bonding (HOMO) and anti-bonding (LUMO) states (Figure 5D). If polyacetylene
could form a single uniform stiff chain, it will be possible to treat it as a onedimensional crystal, and as the resulting bands from the pz states form a single
half-filled band, it could qualifies as a metal. However, as will soon be discussed,
in practice this is not the case and two bands are formed with a typical band gap
in the order of 2 eV. Hence, polyacetylene is usually considered a semiconductor.
As it turns out, it is unrealistic to describe a polymer chain as a single wire. Even
in the case of conjugated polymers where the double bonds allow some degree of
“stiffness” to the chain, chemical or physical defect will always lead to twists and
bands that divide the polymer into spatial and electronic sub-units. Additionally,
a polymer film is amorphous in nature, thus it is more accurately describe as a
highly disordered medium both energetically and spatially. In such case the
charge carrier wave functions are localized, and charge transport is
characterized by “hopping” between available sites rather than by the free,
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“ballistic” representation which dominates crystalline materials

93.

It should be

noted that although the above discussion is oriented towards polymers, the
situation in small molecules is similar.
The “hopping” mechanism in semiconducting organic materials results in much
lower

charge

mobility

in

these

materials

compared

to

crystalline

semiconductors. The typical charge carrier mobility in polymers can be three
orders of magnitude or more smaller than that of crystalline silicon. That is one
of the disadvantages of organic materials and it dictates the applications in which
organic materials can not be used, e.g. where speed (fast switching) is required.
Still, as will be shown later on, organic materials hold major advantages that
make them highly attractive in applications where fast switching is not a
requirement.
The first organic-based electronic devices were introduce during the 1980s with
field effect transistors (FETs) based on polymers

96, 97

and small molecules

98,

however, it is the introduction of the first electroluminescent devices – light
emitting diodes (OLEDs)

99, 100,

that spurred the great interest in the field. The

possibility to tune the emission color of organic materials to cover the entire
visible spectrum was found to be highly attractive for color displays. In addition,
OLEDs were proven to be highly efficient with respect to LCDs and even
fluorescent tubes

101,

an important factor in display and lighting applications.

The low cost and ease of processing makes it possible to fabricate such devices
over large areas in a cost efficient ways and their flexibility and compatibility
with other types of “plastic” enables the production of flexible displays and light
emitting fabrics. These attractive attributes along with the emerging novel
applications, academic interest and tremendous advancement in material quality
and variety have led to a continuous improvement in device performances 102, 103
and to the introduction of a verity of new types of devices including radiofrequency identification tags (RFIDs)

104,

flexible displays

105,

integrated

optoelectronic and electronic circuits 106, 107, lasers 108, and photovoltaic cells 109
– all based on organic materials.
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In all the above mentioned applications, the promises for cost efficiency, large
area devices, and flexibility have to be realized in order for organic-based
devices to be competitive with existing technology. The obvious option of using
the already highly developed production processes used for fabrication of
inorganic semiconductor devices is problematic in that sense, as standard
fabrication procedures and especially patterning procedures commonly
employed in the inorganic microelectronic industry, hardly meet those
requirements. Photolithography for instance, which is the cornerstone
patterning technique in the microelectronic industry, is often inadequate to be
used for organic electronic device fabrication despite its proven ability to
produce micrometer- and nanometer-scale features over large areas. As it is
incompatible with flexible or non planar substrates and as it is based on the use
of photoresists, developers and solvents which can lead to contamination and
degradation of the active organic materials (see Chapter one for detailed
discussion concerning photolithography disadvantages). On top of all, it does not
take advantage of the ease of processing allowed by organic materials 4.
Scanning beam methods (electron or ion), another common procedures for
producing inorganic electronic devices, are even less suitable as they can lead to
severe damage to the organic materials and their serial nature does not
correspond to the demand for large area fabrication. It is therefore clear that in
order for the advantages of organic materials to be truly exploited alternative
fabrication and patterning methods must be employed. An excellent example of
such method is ink-jet printing which allows simultaneous deposition and
micrometer-scale patterning of organic materials over large areas

30, 31.

Other

suitable methods were briefly discussed in Chapter one.

2.2. THE ORGANIC FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
The basic operation of an organic field effect transistor (OFET) is very similar to
that of an inorganic metal-oxide-semiconductor FET (MOSFET)

110, 111

and

although there are important differences between the two, the equations
describing the current flowing through the device are identical for both cases 112.
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Therefore, this subchapter begins with a general review of the structure and
operation principals of typical MOSFETs and continues with a focused discussion
of the analogous processes in OFETs.

2.2.1. METAL-OXIDE-SEMICONDUCTOR FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
(MOSFET)

A MOSFET is a device used for the amplification and switching of electronic
signals, and has three terminals in its simplest form. The basic MOSFET consists
of (Figure 6) a semiconducting layer separated from a gate electrode by an
insulating gate dielectric (oxide), and two additional electrodes separated by a
distance L (channel length), that are embedded within the semiconducting layer
and are referred to as the source and drain electrodes. In a MOSFET the
semiconductor layer is either negatively or positively doped (N or P,
respectively) and the source and drain electrodes are oppositely doped. The
width of the electrodes defines the channel width and it is often marked as W
(Figure 6).

Gate
Source

Drain

W

P

Insulator

L

P

N

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of a MOSFET structure.
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Examining Figure 6 one can see that in order for charge carriers to be
transported from source to drain a voltage needs to be applied across three
regions: the P-N junction at the source boundary, the semiconducting layer (the
N doped region), and the N-P junction at the drain boundary. In the absence of an
applied gate voltage (off state of the transistor) one of those junctions will
always be under reverse bias. Hence, current will be negligible and based on
minority charge carriers. When a voltage is applied between the gate and the
semiconductor, the metal-insulator-semiconductor structure acts as a plate
capacitor inducing charge at the insulator-semiconductor interface, negative
(positive) charge when positive (negative) voltage is applied.

In the case

illustrated in Figure 6, when a sufficiently high negative gate bias is applied (onstate of the transistor), the accumulated hole density at the insulatorsemiconductor interface will be large enough to invert the semiconducting layer
from an N-type to a P-type semiconductor, thus allowing a continuous route for
holes from source to drain.
Figure 7 illustrates the basic operating regimes and associated current-voltage
characteristics of typical MOSFET. When no bias is applied between the source
and drain electrodes (Vds =0) accumulated charges (due to non-zero gate bias,
Vgs≠0) will be uniformly distributed across the transistor channel. The amount of
accumulated charges is proportional to the gate voltage (Vg) and the insulator’s
capacitance (Ci). As mentioned above, in order to invert the channel from N-type
to P-type the gate voltage needs to be sufficiently high; The critical voltage above
which the channel is inverted is known as the threshold voltage (Vth). When this
inversion condition is satisfied, even a small drain-source voltage (Vds << Vg – Vth)
will result in a linear gradient of charge density in the channel and the current
flowing through the channel (Ids) will be proportional to Vds (Figure 7A). This
regime is termed the “linear regime” and the equation describing Ids in this
regime is given by 103, 113:

(2.2.1)

I ds 

W
 lin  Ci  Vg  Vth  Vds
L

where, lin is the charge field effect mobility in the linear regime.
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Further increase of Vds up to a point where Vds = Vg – Vth (Figure 7B) will form a
depletion region next to the drain because at that point (termed the “pinch off”
point) the difference between the local potential in the channel and the gate
voltage is below Vth. As relatively high electric fields exist in this depletion
region, carriers are swept from the “pinch off” point to the drain establishing a
space-charge-limited saturation current (Ids,sat)

103.

Since the local potential at

the “pinch off” point will always be equal to Vg – Vth any further increase in Vds
will not result in an increased current, but only in an expansion of the depletion
region, and the current will saturate at Ids, sat (Figure 7C). This regime is termed
the “saturation regime” and the equation describing Ids in this regime is given by
103, 113:

(2.2.2)

I ds  I d ,sat 

2
W
 sat  Ci  Vg  Vth 
2L

where, sat is the charge field effect mobility in the saturation regime.
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Figure 7. The basic operating regimes and associated current-voltage
characteristics of a MOSFET. (A) The linear regime. (B) The pinch off point.
(C) The saturation regime.
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2.2.2. THE CONDUCTOR-INSULATOR--CONJUGATED FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR (CI-FET)
The two standard configurations of OFETs are illustrated in Figure 8. Both
structures comprise out of the following components: (i) a conductor which
functions as the gate electrode and can be made from a metal, a conductive
polymer or highly doped silicon (usually preferred by academic labs); (ii) An
insulator which in principle can be made of an organic material, but when silicon
is used as the gate electrode it is usually thermally grown silicon oxide; (iii) The
semiconducting organic material (–conjugated). (iv) The source and drain
electrodes that can be made from a metal or conductive polymer. In analogy to
the MOSFET structure discussed above, OFETs are sometimes referred to as CIFETs.
A

B

W
Source

Source

Drain

Drain
L

L
Organic semiconductor
W

Organic Semiconductor
Insulator

Insulator

Conductor

Conductor

Gate

Gate

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the two basic structures of OFET: the top
contact (A), and the bottom contact (B).
It is important to note that even in the case when silicon is used in OFETs it plays
the role of the conductor (gate electrode) and not the semiconductor. Moreover,
unlike MOSFETs the source and drain electrodes are not oppositely doped
regions within the semiconductor; hence, in OFETs no P-N junctions are involved
in the device operation.
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As can be seen in Figure 8, the two OFET structures differ in the location of the
source and drain electrodes with respect to the organic semiconducting layer.
When the electrodes are located on top of the semiconducting layer (Figure 8A)
the structure will be referred to as “top contact” OFET and when the electrodes
are below the semiconducting it will be termed “bottom contact” OFET 114.
Typically the semiconducting -conjugated organic material in an OFET is
intrinsic, i.e. un-doped. Therefore, with no gate bias applied the charge density in
the channel will be very low and its resistance will be high. This situation
corresponds to the off-state of the transistor. When gate bias is applied charges
will start to accumulate in the channel thus reducing its resistance, much like as
they act in MOSFETs. Similar to the case of MOSFET, the gate voltage has to
exceed a certain threshold voltage in order for the transistor to switch to its onstate. However, while in MOSFETs the threshold voltage is the voltage required
for inversion of the channel, in the case of OFETs, that are intrinsic in nature, no
inversion takes place

112, 115,

and from this consideration alone the threshold

voltage should be zero. Yet, numerous other factors reside which dictate a nonzero threshold voltage: deep traps that exist in the organic material have to be
filled by induced charges before additional charges can be injected to
conductance energy levels

103, 112.

In addition, the flat band voltage, i.e. the

voltage required to compensate for the difference between the metal (gate
electrode) work function and the semiconductor Fermi-level, has to be overcome
116.

The quality of the insulator 116 and the nature of the insulator-semiconductor

interface 117 can also play a role, as well as other device parameters such as the
metal-semiconductor interfaces (contacts)

118

and even the OFET configuration

114.

Despite the inherent differences between OFETs and MOSFETs, the equations
describing the current, Ids, are identical in both cases and are given by equations
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 for the linear and saturation regimes, respectively.
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2.2.3. FABRICATION OF ORGANIC FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
As already noted, one of the characteristics of organic semiconductors is their low
mobility compared to inorganic semiconductors. Therefore, OFETs are attractive
in applications such as RFIDs tags and flexible displays where low cost and
flexibility are preferable over short response time. These demands reflect on the
processes used in OFET fabrication, making standard photolithography, for
example, unattractive due to its high cost and incompatibility with non planar
substrates.
Examining the OFET structures illustrated in Figure 8, two basic processing steps
can be identified: The first involve the deposition of the thin insulating and
semiconducting layers, and the second consists of deposition of the patterned
source and drain electrodes. The first process is relatively trivial as no patterning
is involved and when solution based organic materials are used (which is usually
the case), spin coating or other equivalent methods can be employed. The second
process is the challenging one as both deposition and patterning are involved.
This challenge becomes more evident once low charge carrier mobilities in
organic materials are taken into consideration in the design. Low charge mobility
results in relatively low currents, thus, in order to scale up the currents exhibited
by OFETs, the ratio between the channel width (W) and the channel length (L)
has to be increased (see equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). The ability to decrease the
channel length is limited by the resolution of the fabrication technology, and
therefore restricts the improvement that can be achieved by varying this
parameter. On the other hand, the channel width can be increased effectively by
designing the source and drain electrodes in an interdigitated configuration (see
Figure 9). However, this contributes to a more complicated patterning process.
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10m

S D S
Figure 9. Top view of the source and drain electrode which are in an interdigitated configuration.
The different location of the electrodes in the “bottom contact” and “top contact”
configurations dictates the methods employed in their fabrication. For example,
in the “top contact” configuration care should be taken to avoid damage or
contamination of the underlying semiconducting material. This forbids the use of
some chemicals such as photoresists and their developers, and therefore
prevents the use of photolithography. In this case thermal evaporation through a
shadow mask (for metals) or printing techniques (for conducting inks) can be
used

119, 120.

In the “bottom contact” configuration there are less constrains in

choosing the patterning method as in this case the electrodes are formed before
the active layer is deposited, hence, contamination or degradation of the organic
semiconductor are less likely to occur. It is therefore possible to use
photolithography in this case, but, as mentioned above, it is not the preferred
method for organic electronic applications.
A variety of alternative patterning methods were examined with respect to
OFETs fabrication, for both “top contact” and “bottom contact” configuration.
Printing methods such as screen printing
ink jet printing
41, 122-126.

29-31, 36

121,

imprinting 4, and most preferably

were examined, as well as other non-printing techniques

Some of those techniques were reviewed in Chapter one and we will

only state here that they are usually characterized by relatively low resolution
and that some present difficulties when large area needs to be patterned.
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In light of the above, a process that will retain the advantages of solution
processing and exploit the benefits of photolithography (high resolution over
large area) while avoiding the disadvantages of photolithography can be highly
attractive.

2.3. THE ORGANIC SOLAR CELL (OPV)
Organic solar cells or photovoltaic cells (OPVs) have attracted great attention
over the last years due to their potential to become a low cost, flexible and easy
to produce solution for harvesting renewable energy

127.

The huge area that

needs to be covered with photovoltaic devices in order to use them to produce
even a fraction of the world energy consumption

128,

have made the advantages

of OPVs highly attractive especially compared to the expensive inorganic
photovoltaic cells. However, despite the steady and tremendous improvement in
OPVs performance over the years, they still suffer from relatively low efficiency,
~6% at best

129, 130,

compared to the ~20-30% exhibited by their inorganic

competitors 130.
In this subchapter the basic operation principles of OPVs are reviewed, namely
the physical processes taking place in an OPV and later the electrical
characteristics of such cell. This review is followed by introduction of the
different OPVs architectures. Typical fabrication procedures and the commonly
used material systems are presented as well.

2.3.1. THE OPERATION PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS
Photovoltaic cells are electronic devices designed to efficiently convert energy
carried by light to energy in the form of electrical current. The first stage in the
conversion process is the absorption of photons. Organic materials hold the
advantage of having relatively high absorption coefficients

131

, thus it is

sufficient to use thin films to absorb photons effectively. However, their band
gap, which is typically ~2 eV or higher, dictates that they will only absorb
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photons with frequencies within the visible and UV portions of the solar
spectrum. That, with the addition of a typical narrow absorption spectrum,
results in a rather limited utilization of the solar spectrum setting an upper limit
to the achievable efficiency i, ~25% for 2 eV band gap

132.

Once a photon with

energy equal or higher than the material band gap is absorbed, it creates an
excited electron-hole pair. Unlike inorganic PVs, this electron-hole pair, referred
to as an exciton, is bounded by a relatively high energy (~0.1-1 eV)

131,

which

originates from Columbic interactions. In order for the exciton to dissociate into
free charges, it must encounter a high enough internal field before other exciton
decay mechanisms take place. Therefore, an exciton that is created more than a
diffusion length away from a potential dissociation point will probably decay
without contributing to the photocurrent. In organic materials typical exciton
diffusion lengths are rather small, in the order of several nanometers

131, 133, 134,

hence, exciton dissociation can be a dominant limiting factor in the device
efficiency.
Once the exciton is dissociated both hole and electron have to be transported to
their respective electrode fast enough, to assure their collection before they have
a chance to recombine. Since no external voltage is applied to a photovoltaic cell,
transport is dominated by drift of charge carriers under the built-in field. As
already discussed in previous chapters, mobility values in organic materials are
relatively low, which may cause loss of charge carriers before they are collected.
Moreover, usually there is also a high imbalance of mobility in such materials,
meaning that one of the charge species has much lower mobility than the other.
In some of the OPVs architectures this fact can play a significant role in the cell
performance as it leads to charge buildup within the device.
The final step in an OPV’s operation is the collection of charges by the electrodes.
Proper selection of electrodes in a way that will introduce as little as possible
loss mechanisms is not trivial 118 and in some OPV’s architectures can even have
influence on other process taking place in the device beside charge collection 135.
The influence of electrodes is discussed further in the text.
i

Assuming all photons with energy equal or higher than the band gap are absorbed and contribute to
the photocurrent.
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Figure 10 present a schematic illustration of the physical processes taking place
in a bi-layer OPV device. The bi-layer structure is discussed in detail in

(a)
(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)
Electrode

h

(d)

Acceptor

(e)

Donor

Transparent electrode

subchapter 2.3.3.

Figure 10. The physical processes taking place in a bi-layer OPV upon
illumination. (a) Absorption of photon and exciton generation. (b) Exciton
diffusion. (c) Exciton dissociation into free charges at the donor-acceptor
interface. (d) Charge transport. (e) Collection of charges at the electrode.

2.3.2. THE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE
In the following subchapter, we review the electrical characteristics of a
photovoltaic device, emphasizing the relations between the physical processes
described in the previous subchapter, and the device efficiency. We focus on the
bi-layer OPV architecture as this is the most relevant structure to this work.
In a bi-layer structure two materials with different energy levels (Figure 11B)
are brought together to form a distinct interface or heterojunction as depicted in
Figure 10. Such a heterojunction is expected to exhibit a rectifying currentvoltage behavior. When reverse bias is applied (see Figure 11) electrons are
injected into the donor layer and holes are injected into the acceptor layer, a
scenario which is energetically unfavorable due to the electrode work functions,
thus, leading to low current density. On the other hand, when the device is biased
in the forward direction (see Figure 11), i.e., holes are injected into the donor
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layer and electrons into the acceptor layer, current density is high. Indeed, in the
absence of illumination, such a device exhibits the typical current-voltage
dependency of a diode 136:

(2.3.1)

 eV

I  I s  e kT  1



where Is is the minority charge carriers current, e is the electron charge, V is the
applied voltage, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T stands for the system
temperature.
Under illumination, the generated photocurrent (Iph) contributes to a collection
current which follows the direction of the built-in potential, and equation 2.3.1
transform into 136:

(2.3.2)

 qV

I  I s  e kT  1  I ph



The current-voltage curves corresponding to equations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are
presented in Figure 11A in red and blue lines, respectively. From the figure we
deduce that under illumination the device can function as a photovoltaic cell if
operated in the fourth quadrant, where the product I  V is negative, hence,
power is produced by the device. In this case several figures of merit are
defined: The short circuit current (Isc) which is the current under zero bias. The
open circuit voltage (Voc) which is the voltage corresponding to zero current. The
optimal working point (Imax, Vmax) where the power produced by the cell reaches
its maximum value (Pmax = Imax  Vmax), and the fill factor (FF) which is the ratio
between Pmax and Isc  Voc (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. (A) The current-voltage characteristics of an ideal photovoltaic
cell in the dark (red dashed line) and under illumination (blue line). (B)
and (C) are the energy band diagrams of a bi-layer cell under open and
short circuit conditions, respectively.

Equation 2.3.2 represents an ideal solar cell where no electrical losses exist. Such
a cell can be described by an equivalent electrical circuit which consists of a
current source (Iph) in parallel with a diode in the dark, as shown in Figure 12A.
However, in real solar cells one must account for non-negligible electrical losses
that can arise from contacts and/or bulk resistances, which introduce a series
resistance (rs), and for a leakage current which introduce a parallel resistance
(rp). The equivalent circuit for a realistic solar cell is presented in Figure 12B and
the effect of series and parallel resistances on the current-voltage characteristics
of a solar cell is illustrated in figure 12C.
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Slope = rs-1. In the ideal case:
1

rs- → ∞.

V

Slope = rp-1. In the ideal case:
rp-1= 0.

Figure 12. The equivalent electrical circuit of an ideal solar cell (A), and
realistic solar cell (B) with series (rs) and parallel (rp) resistances. (C) Solar
cell current-voltage characteristics in the ideal (red dashed line) and “real”
(blue line) cases. Series and parallel resistances can be extracted from the
curve slopes at I=0 and V=0, respectively.

The above definitions and the physical processes discussed in the previous subchapter are related through the cell internal and external efficiency. The internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) is related only to the electrical properties of the device,
and defined as the multiplication of the efficiencies of different physical
processes 136:

(2.3.3)
where

IQE  diff diss trans col

diff , diss,trans,and col are the efficiency of the exciton diffusion

process, exciton dissociation process, charge transport process, and charge
collection process, respectively. However, it is technically difficult to measure the
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IQE of a device directly, and usually the measured quantity is the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) which is dependent also on the optical characteristics
of the device, The EQE represents the ratio between the number of electrons
extracted from the cell to the number of incident photons and therefore
sometime referred to as the incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE) 136:

(2.3.4) IPCE  EQE   A  IQE
where

A is the absorption efficiency. In practice the EQE represents the ratio

between the measured photocurrent to the intensity of an incoming
monochromatic light, thus can also be written as:

(2.3.5)

EQE    

J sc hc

Ee e

where Jsc is the short circuit current density (in A cm-2), Ee is the illumination
intensity (in W cm-2), h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and  is the
illumination wavelength.
The last efficiency measure we discuss herein, and perhaps the most important
parameter of a solar cell, is the power conversion efficiency (PCE), which is
defined by the ratio between the maximum power generated by the device and
the optical power incident upon the device (Popt, in W) 132:

(2.3.6) PCE 

Pmax FF  I sc Voc

Popt
Popt

The PCE is usually measured under standard conditions which approximate the
sun spectrum and intensity on earth (A.M 1.5G, 100 mW cm-2). In the context of
the application of transforming sun power into electrical power using OPVs, the
engineering and research goal is to achieve as high as possible PCE values.

2.3.3. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS ARCHITECTURES
The ease of processing associated with organic materials and especially the
possibility of solution processing allow a variety of device architectures to be
realized, even such that are impossible to acheive using inorganic materials. In
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the following subchapter we review four architectures (illustrated in Figure 13):
the single layer, the bi-layer, the bulk heterojunction, and the controlled bulk
heterojunction. The advantages, disadvantages and fabrication of the different
architectures are discussed.

Top electrode

Top electrode

Acceptor
Organic semiconductor

Donor

Bottom electrode
(transparent)

Bottom electrode
(transparent)

(A)
_

(B)
_

Top electrode

Top electrode
A

D

A

D

Bottom electrode
(transparent)

Bottom electrode
(transparent)

(C)
_

(D)
_

Figure 13. The different architectures of organic photovoltaic devices: (A)
The single layer. (B) The bi-layer. (C) The bulk heterojunction. (D) The
controlled interpenetrating heterojunction.

All four architectures share a common basic structure that is an active layer
made of one or more semiconducting organic materials sandwiched between a
top and bottom electrodes. One of the electrodes, usually the bottom one, is
transparent or semi-transparent to allow light penetration into the device.
Commonly, the semi-transparent electrode is made out of Indium-tin-oxide (ITO)
but

the

conducting

polymer

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS, Figure 14) is also frequently used for this
function, by itself or on top of the ITO. For the top electrode a variety of metals
can be used. Since electrodes can have a significant influence on device
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performances 137-139 they must be chosen carefully, taking into consideration the
active material band structure and device architecture. These considerations are
discussed thoroughly later in this subchapter.

Figure 14.

Molecular structure of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). A conductive water-soluble polymer
widely used as semitransparent electrode.

The most simple and basic architecture of OPVs is that of the single layer (Figure
13A). The advantage of this architecture is that it is very simple to fabricate as
the active layer is made of a single material. Yet, this advantage comes with many
disadvantages: (1) Since only one absorbing material is involved it can only
cover a small fraction of the solar spectrum. (2) There are no designated
dissociation points for excitons, therefore this process is limited to defect/trap
sites where a sufficient potential drop exists. A minor improvement can be
achieved when Schottky-type contact is formed between the active layer and one
of the electrodes, allowing excitons to dissociate in the depletion area close to
the contact

140, 141,

but this improvement is very limited. (3) Charge transport

efficiency is limited, as both charge carriers are transported within the same
material leading to a high recombination rate

142.

(4) In this structure Voc is

determined by the electrodes work function difference (m) 131, 134, 143, therefore
efficient charge collection may come at the expense of Voc.
The bi-layer structure (Figure 13B) resolves some of the limitations introduced
by the single layer architecture while maintaining the advantage of simple
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fabrication. During the fabrication of this kind of device, two materials are
deposited one on top of the other, a process which produces a distinct interface
between them. Two methods can be used to fabricate such a structure: one
possibility involves solution processing, in which the second layer is deposited
from an orthogonal solvent

144.

Alternatively, where applicable, layers can be

deposited via thermal evaporation

145, 146.

The second approach is usually

employed for small molecules 147, 148 but also when fullerenes (more specifically
C60) are used as the acceptor 149. Since this structure involves two absorbers the
absorption spectrum is now a superposition of the two components, an
improvement compared to the single layer. A second improvement is the
introduction of a heterojunction in the interface between the donor and acceptor.
This heterojunction serves as a dissociation surface for excitons (see Figure 11C),
hence improving exciton dissociation efficiency. Charge transport is also
improved in the bi-layer structure as each type of charge carriers is conducted in
a different material (holes in the donor and electron in the acceptor)
dramatically reducing the chance for recombination.
Although in the bi-layer architecture, similar to the case of the single layer
architecture, each electrode forms a contact to only one of the materials, i.e. the
anode with the donor and the cathode with the acceptor, it presents a few more
considerations in electrodes choice: First, in the bi-layer architecture the open
circuit voltage equal roughly to the difference between the donor’s HOMO and
the acceptor’s LUMO (ELUMO,A – EHOMO,D, see Figure 11B) 143. This is true when the
electrodes form an ohmic contact (or pinned to the relevant band), otherwise
Voc will be reduced

136, 143, 150.

The second consideration originates from the

layered and planar geometry where every interface partially reflects some of the
incident light, thus producing an interference pattern within the active layer

135

which in turn affects exciton generation 151. It is therefore highly desired to tailor
the layer thicknesses and the choice of metals in a way that will result in a
maximal exciton generation near the donor-acceptor interface where exciton
dissociation occurs. Figure 15 presents the square modulus of the optical electric
field, which is proportional to the exciton generation rate 151, as a function of the
location within a typical bi-layer structure. The influence of layer thickness and
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the influence of different metals can be observed in Figure 15A and Figure 15B,
respectively. Figure 16 present the influence of different metals on the EQE
spectrum of otherwise similar devices, emphasizing the significance of material
selection.
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Figure 15. Simulated dependency of the square modulus of the optical
electric field (proportional to exciton generation rate) within a bi-layer
structure (glass/transparent electrode/donor/acceptor/metal electrode):
(A) Influence of acceptor layer thickness. Donor thickness is 80 nm and
acceptor thickness is 40 nm (solid blue line) or 80 nm (dashed red line).
(B) Influence of metal electrode. Donor thickness is 80 nm and acceptor
thickness is 80 nm. The solid blue line is in the case of aluminum electrode
and the grey dashed line is the case of a silver electrode.
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Figure 16. EQE spectra of bi-layer devices with the structure:
glass/transparent electrode/donor/acceptor/metal electrode. All devices
are structurally identical with the only difference being the metal
constituting the top electrode: Aluminum (Al) red solid line, Silver (Ag)
semi dashed grey line, and Calcium (Ca) dashed blue line.

Although the bi-layer structure is a major improvement compared to the single
layer it is still considered limited due to the small diffusion length of excitons. As
only excitons generated within a small distance from the heterojunction are able
to reach it and dissociate, the planar geometry is insufficient and only a small
volume is actually contributing to the photocurrent.
This limitation is resolved in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) architecture (Figure
13C). In this case the donor and acceptor materials are intimately mixed to form
nanometer-scale phase-separated domains. Heterojunctions are therefore
formed within the entire volume of the device eliminating the limitation imposed
by the exciton diffusion length. However, the increase in exciton dissociation
efficiency comes at the expense of efficient charge transport, as the first require
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nanometer scale domains while the latter requires continuous routes to the
electrodes

152.

Satisfying both requirements is not trivial and requires delicate

fabrication procedures
system

152.

153

which may be only suitable for a specific materials

Another difficulty arises from the fact that both donor and acceptor

may form a contact with each of the electrodes, so a proper choice of electrodes
is even more complicated. Nevertheless, and despite the above mentioned
limitations the BHJ architecture is widely used and implemented in the most
efficient OPVs reported to date 129.
An abundant material system that is intensively investigated in BHJ structures
(but also in bi-layers) is that of a conjugated polymer as the donor and fullerenes
as the acceptor. This type of system allows the formation of fine phase-separated
domains. Specifically, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl C61butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (see Figure 17) are frequently used.

(A)

(B)

Figure 17. The molecular structure of: (A) poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
and (B) [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM).

From the above discussion we can deduce that an ideal structure for an OPV will
be one where every exciton is generated within a diffusion length away from a
heterojunction while continuous routes to electrodes exist to facilitate efficient
charge transport

154.

The controlled interpenetrating heterojunction seemingly

meet those demands. In this kind of structure (depicted in Figure 13D) the donor
and acceptor form a comb-like interpenetrating structure which allows direct
route between the heterojunction and the electrodes. If the typical domain size
(i.e. feature size) is approximately twice the exciton diffusion length it can also
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guarantee highly efficient exciton harvesting. Given the small diffusion length of
excitons and the relatively thick active layer required for efficient absorption,
features should be ~20 nm wide and with a large aspect ratio (width:height).
Regardless of the patterning method employed such structures are extremely
difficult to fabricate.

Considering the fact that such formations involve

patterning of one of the active layers, direct patterning using conventional
methods is excluded and alternative approaches must be utilized. A few
alternative strategies have been examined in this context: using azo-polymers 155,
156

or polymer demixing 157 methods that are with limited resolution. Fabrication

of superlattices 158 which is extremely hard to implement. And nanoimprinting 6,
22, 159, 160

that has so far been proven to be the most viable option. However,

nanoimprinting usage is still limited mainly due to the fact that it relies on
standard slow and expensive lithography (e-beam lithography in most cases),
thus the advantage of cost-effectiveness, which is one of the major advantages of
organic electronics is lost. In chapter four we report on the nanoimprinting
based process we have developed that is solely based solely on alternative
methods, thus eliminating the need for conventional lithography.
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CHAPTER THREE: SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS AS
PHOTO-PATTERNABLE TEMPLATES FOR ORGANIC FIELD
EFFECT TRANSISTORS FABRICATION.
In this chapter our work on micrometer-scale, self assembled monolayers based
patterning and its implementation into the fabrication scheme of organic field
effect transistors is presented. The chapter begins with reviewing the guidelines
directed us while developing this method. It is then continues with an introduction
of the materials system used and more specifically titanium dioxide (TiO 2). After
establishing the background we move to describe the fabrication scheme and the
results obtained. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the feasibility of this
method and with suggestions for future work.

3.1. OVERVIEW
Organic electronic devices and organic field effect transistors (OFETs) in
particular are not expected to present high switching speeds due to inherent
material limitations (see Chapter two). Therefore, and unlike inorganic FETs,
reducing the channel length is not the driving force in OFET development and
usually micrometer-scale channels are used. Two reasons can justify this trend
or the lack of it: the first is that reducing channel length to the sub-micron
dimensions will have its toll on the cost-effectiveness of the fabrication process
even if alternative methods are used. The second is that solution processing
allow realization of uncommon architectures such as vertical-OFETs

161

where

channel length is dictated by the semiconducting layer thickness rather than
pattern resolution.
However, as more elaborately discussed in section 2.2.3, even in the micrometerscale OFETs fabrication can be challenging especially if one wants to exploit the
potential of low cost and solution processing and thus refrain from using
conventional photolithography. A dominant low cost patterning technique for
OFETs fabrication is ink-jet printing 25, 31. Yet, this method by itself suffers from
poor resolution and therefore surface modification is combined with it in order
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to achieve sufficient resolution
such surface modification

28.

39, 120.

SAMs are commonly employed to achieve

Additionally, SAMs were found to improve OFETs

performances 55, 162, 163 although it is not clear if the exact mechanism behind this
phenomenon originate from induced order (by the SAM) or the elimination of
surface states (which can be achieved using other surface treatments).
Given SAMs advantages we have decided to use them in the patterning method.
Still, forming SAM with the desired surface properties is only the beginning of the
process and a method to pattern the SAM is required. In sub-chapter 1.4.1 we
reviewed typical procedures to pattern SAMs and noted their limitations. A
preferred method in this case will be one that exploit photolithography
advantages (resolution, large area) while avoiding its disadvantages (mainly the
use of photoresist). Hence, a possible solution would be the use of a substrate
that is photo-sensitive and can be combined in the OFET structure.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) can in principal meet those requirements. TiO2 was
shown to be able to induce, upon irradiation with UV light, the photolysis of
water 164 and the destruction of organic materials in water and air

64, 65, 165.

The

photocatalytic degradation of organics in the presence of TiO2 (see Figure 18)
begins with the absorption of UV photons which generates electron-hole pairs
that can migrate to the TiO2 surface. On the surface, holes may be trapped by
adsorbed H2O or OH-, thus forming highly reactive hydroxyl radicals 166. Reaction
with these reactive hydroxyl radicals is the main mechanism for the degradation
of organic material, although it was shown that on certain conditions, direct
reaction of holes with strongly absorbed organic molecules is also possible 166. In
parallel, the electrons may be trapped in oxygen vacancies deep traps or in
shallow traps on surface sites. Eventually, the electrons reduce adsorbed oxygen,
thus decrease the rate of electron-hole recombination.
TiO2 films can be made by solution processing via sol-gel procedures 167, 168 and
thus be incorporated in a low-cost fabrication scheme. Such films are also highly
hydrophilic and allow SAMs to form on their surface readily. Moreover, TiO2 have
a 3.2 eV band gap

169

which makes it possible to use it as an insulating layer.
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There are however several disadvantages to TiO2 and they will be discussed
towards the end of this chapter.

Conductance band
(1)

O2

O2

h

(3)

(1)

OH  H 

(2)
Valance band

H 2O

Figure 18. The photocatalytic process in TiO2. (1) Absorption of photon
and electron excitation. (2) Electron and hole migration to the surface. (3)
On the surface and in the present of oxygen or water the exited electron is
transferred to oxygen and form superoxide ion radical ( O2 ) while
electron from the water molecule reacts with the hole to form hydroxyl
radical ( OH ). Reaction with these hydroxyl radicals is the main
mechanism for organic material degradation.

Given the above, the process scheme we have come up with is as follows (Figure
19) 126: (1) Deposit TiO2 film on top of the gate electrode (highly doped silicon).
(2) Form SAM with hydrophobic properties on the TiO2 surface. (3) Irradiate the
surface through a photolithography mask, SAM in the exposed area is expected to
degrade due to the photocatalytic effect. The result of these three stages is a
hydrophilic-hydrophobic pattern with a resolution dictated by photolithography.
(4) Deposit via ink-jet or spin-coating a water based conducting polymer. The
concept is that the pattern can facilitate self-localization of the conducting
polymer onto the hydrophilic regions, hence, forming the source and drain
electrodes. (5) Complete the OFET structure by spin-coating of a semiconducting
polymer.
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Figure 19. A schematic illustration of the suggested process for OFETs
fabrication. (A) SAM is formed over TiO2 thin film. (B) Irradiation through
mask, leading to degradation of the monolayer at irradiated areas (C). (D)
The OFET is completed by self-localization of water-based conducting
polymer at the irradiated areas followed by deposition of a semiconducting
polymer.

3.2. DETAILED FABRICATION PROCESS AND RESULTS ii
For the sake of clarity this sub-chapter is divided into three sections. The first
section describes the procedures employed to fabricate TiO2 thin films and the
procedures used to form the SAM and its characterization results. The second
section presents the patterning procedures and the results obtained. The third
section focuses on the OFET fabrication and characterization.

ii

General and specific safety instructions can be found in Appendix A.
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3.2.1. FABRICATION

OF

T IO2

THIN

FILMS

AND

SELF

ASSEMBLED

MONOLAYER FORMATION

One of the advantages of TiO2 is that it can be cast into thin films via a rather
simple solution casting procedure – termed sol-gel

167.

At the first stages when

our main concern was to evaluate the SAMs, TiO2 films were formed on glass to
allow FTIR characterization. The same procedure was employed later on when
the films were cast on top of silicon.
The TiO2 coating solution was a mixture of two other solutions, referred to as D-I
and W-I. The D-I solution was a mixture of 10ml propanol, 4.5ml of titanium isopropoxide 97% (Aldrich) and 1.6ml acetylacetone (Aldrich). The W-I solution
was a mixture of 2 ml di-ionized water and 18 ml of propanol. 24 hr after
preparation, 1 ml of the D-I solution and 1.8 ml of the W-I solution were mixed to
form the coating solution (T-I)

167.

As already mentioned, TiO2 thin films (~80

nm) were formed on glass or highly doped silicon by spin coating the T-I solution
(3000 RPM, 1 min), baking for 10 min in 90 0C, another spin coating (3000 RPM,
1 min) and finally calcination for 1 hr at 450 0C. This high temperature
calcination is one of the disadvantages of using TiO2 as will be discussed later on,
but it is required in order to achieve the anatase phase of TiO2 which is the most
efficient photocatalytic phase of this material.
The molecule constituting the SAM had to be chosen carefully as the SAM was
expected to hold certain characteristics. First, it should form readily on TiO2,
therefore, the molecule head group should allow chemical bonding with metal
oxides. Secondly, the monolayer should have excellent surface coverage to allow
large area patterning, it should be closely packed so the chance for pin-holes will
be reduced, and it should be highly ordered. These characteristics are related to
the chemical structure and length of the molecule alkyl chain 52, 62, 170-172. Thirdly,
the SAM should be highly hydrophobic so large contrast between the hydrophilic
TiO2 and the monolayer will be achieved. Fourth, it should be possible to cast a
semiconducting polymer on top of the SAM. The last two requirements are
related to the molecule tail group.
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We have examined few commercially available molecules with different alkyl
chain length, chemical structure, and tail groups:
a. Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS), CH3-(CH2)17-SiCl3 (Sigma-Aldrich).
b. CH2=CH-(CH2)9-SiCl3 (Gellest).
c. CH3-CO-O-(CH2)11-SiCl3 (Gellest).
d. 1H,1H,2H,2H

perfluorododecyltrichlorosilane

(FDDTS),

CF3-(CF2)9-

(CH2)2-SiCl3 (SynQuest labs), see Figure 20.

From each type of molecule a SAM was formed on top of TiO2 and characterized
using FTIR and contact angle measurements. The comparison between the
different SAMs is not presented herein only the results that are relevant to the
FDDTS which we found to best meet the above requirements and thus eventually
used in further process development. This molecule, have a trichlorosilane head
group which allow excellent bonding to oxidized surfaces

173, 174

and a

fluorinated tail group which results in a highly hydrophobic SAM.

Figure 20. The molecular structure of FDDTS (1H,1H,2H,2H
perfluorododecyltrichlorosilane).

SAMs were formed on the TiO2-covered substrates by immersing the samples in
a 0.5 mM solution of FDDTS dissolved in 1,1,2-Trichlorotrifluorethane (Merck).
We found seven minutes of immersion in room temperature are enough to
establish the SAM. After SAM deposition samples were thoroughly cleaned in
boiling chloroform and acetone to removes all residues. FTIR (Bruker IFS55)
54

measurements were preformed on the SAM-covered TiO2 samples in order to
validate the SAM formation. Figure 21 presents such typical FTIR spectrum
where the a-symmetrical and symmetrical peaks of the CF2 stretch are indicated.
The location of the peaks correspond well to known values

171.

Since, samples

were thoroughly cleaned to remove all residues and molecules that were

Intensity [A.U]

physically absorbed the FTIR measurements confirm the formation of SAM.

1350

a-Sym CF2 stretch
Sym CF2 stretch

1200

1050

900

Wave number [cm-1]
Figure 21. FTIR spectrum of FDDTS based monolayer. Characteristic peaks
are indicated by arrows.

Although in some cases it is possible to use the FTIR spectrum (location, shape
and height of the peaks) to learn about the order and coverage of the SAM,
literature on this specific molecule is limited, thus, it was not possible in this
case. Instead we rely on contact angle measurements to obtain this information.
We carried out advancing and receding contact angle measurements with both
water and bi-cyclohexyl (BCH) and the results are summarized in Table 1.
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Water

Solvent type

Bi-cyclohexane

Advancing

Receding

Advancing

Receding

1240

1150

740

740

Contact Angle

Table 1. Contact angle measurements of FDDTS based SAMs over TiO2 thin
film.
The high advancing water contact angle indicates the SAM is highly hydrophobic
while the small hysteresis between advancing and receding contact angles
evidently shows that a uniform, closely-packed SAM was formed. This is further
supported by the BCH contact angle measurements that display no hysteresis at
all 175, 176.

3.2.2. FORMATION OF SELF LOCALIZE SOURCE AND DRAIN ELECTRODES VIA
SAMS PATTERNING
In the following the procedure for creating a pattern in a SAM utilizing the
photocatalytic characteristics of TiO2 is describe. On top of highly doped silicon
TiO2 thin film was deposit via the same procedure described before. Before the
SAM was deposited samples were clean thoroughly in an ultra-sonic bath with
acetone, methanol, and 2-propanol. After SAM was deposited samples were
cleaned again to remove any residues.
Inducing the pattern was performed by irradiating the SAM covered samples ( =
365 nm) through a photolithography mask containing interdigitated electrodes
structure with channel length ranging from 2 m to 16 m. In order to inspect
the resulting patterns a conducting water-based PEDOT:PSS solution (Baytron F
HC) was spin-coated on the samples. Figure 22 present optical microscope
(Olympus BX61) pictures of samples after PEDOT:PSS spin-coating. In Figure
23A and 23B the PEDOT:PSS is clearly seen to localize into the pre-determined
areas thus creating the source and drain electrodes with channel lengths down to
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2 m. These patterns are the outcome of the photocatalytic process, namely,
degradation of the SAM at exposed areas due to the photoinduced hydroxyl
radicals. As the exposed underlying substrate (TiO2) is known to be super
hydrophilic

177,

wetting with aqueous solution (for example by spin coating

PEDOT:PSS solution) results in self-localization of the solution within the
exposed domains. This process is demonstrated in Figure 22 where a series of
optical microscope pictures is presented showing the self localization of
methanol on the patterned areas.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 22. Optical microscope images of a patterned sample during selflocalization. A few droplets of methanol were deposited on the sample until
it was completely covered (A). The methanol started to evaporate (B)
allowing surface energy to be dominant and self localization to begin (C).
Self-localization then rapidly proceeds (D-F) until the methanol completely
self localize. This process mimics what is happening during PEDOT spin
coating only that in the latter case excess material is removed during spin
coating.
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Absorbed water on the surface are essential for the photocatalytic process, still
we were surprised to learn the magnitude of humidity effect on the resulting
patterns. High humidity (50% RH) results in degradation of non-irradiated areas,
leading to PEDOT over-coverage (Figure 23C). In parallel, too low humidity (17%
RH) results in insufficient degradation, leading to low fidelity of the obtained
pattern (Figure 23D). Optimal process conditions were found to be ~40%
relative humidity at 21 0C.

A

B

C

D

Figure 23. Optical microscope images of source and drain electrodes in an
interpenetrating configuration. Electrodes are made of spin-coated selflocalized PEDOT on top of a TiO2/SAM substrate. A) 16 m channel. B) 2 m
channel. C) An example for over-coverage due to exposure under humid
conditions (50% RH). D) An example for insufficient coverage due to
exposure under too low humidity conditions (17% RH).
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The ability of photoinduced radicals formed on TiO2 to operate away from the
loci of exposure was the subject of several studies

64, 65.

While these studies

support our results by explaining the strong dependency on humidity conditions
they also raise question regarding the potential prospects of the method
described herein since they report remote degradation of SAMs far away from
the exposed area even to adjacent areas that are not covered with TiO2. Yet, it
should be emphasized that this remote degradation phenomena depend not only
on humidity but also on wavelength, as short wavelengths may enhance the rate
by which active gaseous species are formed. Indeed, patterns made with 365 nm
light were by far sharper than patterns made with 254 nm or 315 nm light.

3.2.3. OFET FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The bottom-contact OFET was completed by spin coating the semiconducting
polymer P3HT on top of structures with patterned PEDOT:PSS electrodes. I-V
curves of the devices were obtained using a semiconductor parameter analyzer
(Agilent 4155B). Figure 24 presents the current-voltage characteristics of an
OFET with channel length of 8 m fabricated using the above described process.
The inset in Figure 24B displays the square root of the drain source current for
VDS=-8 V. The linear fit shows threshold voltage of approximately -1 V (typical
values were in the range of -1 to -2 V). It also shows a small bump close to VG=0
which is a characteristic signature of leakage current. For P3HT devices it is
common to assign this to residual doping 178 however in the present case it may
very well be that the non-ideal insulation of the TiO2 contributes to the effect. We
made no effort to isolate the origin of this phenomenon.
Figure 25 present the mobility dependence on gate voltage for VDS=-2 V as
extracted using the OFET current equation and using Vth=-2 V. The enhancement
of the mobility with increasing gate voltage is assigned to the charge density
dependence of the mobility

179, 180

that is common for disordered amorphous

materials. The origin of the declining slope close to VGS=VDS+Vth is not entirely
clear but it may result from slight deviation in Vth and its being slightly voltage
dependent.
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Figure 24. Current-voltage characteristics of a FET fabricated using the
described process. Channel length is 8 m. A) Output characteristics. B)
Transfer characteristics in the linear and saturation regimes. The inset
shows the linear fit to the square root of the drain current at Vds = -8 V.
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Figure 25. Mobility dependence on the gate voltage for VDS=-2 V.

3.3. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The major advantages of the process presented in this chapter are that
photolithography is used to dictate resolution and allow large patterned area.
This is achieved without the use of photoresist or synthesis of photo-responsive
molecules. Additionally, this process can be combined with ink-jet printing thus
allowing cost-efficient production while avoiding resolution limitations.
However, the process is still limited and do not address other issues important to
organic devices. One of these issues is that it is not compatible with flexible
substrates due to the high temperatures employed during TiO2 calcination.
Another issue is that the process is highly sensitive to moisture. In order to
obtain good patterns we had to work under very strict conditions. A third issue is
that the process requires the incorporation of TiO2 as the insulator in the OFET
structure, as presented above, TiO2 is not ideal insulator hence the devices are
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prone to leakage currents. Although, this obstacle can be overcome by
introducing another insulator beneath the TiO2 layer it will complicate the
process even further.
The OFETs fabricated using this process were comparable with typical OFETs
reported in the literature. Yet, one of the advantages we expected to gain by the
use of SAMs is enhanced performances. The obtained results are not enough to
conclude about such effect as we were not able to perform a comparison
between OFETs of same dimensions and PEDOT electrodes but with and without
the SAM. The fabrication of similar OFETs but without the SAM is a rather
challenging task that could be the subject of future research.
Unfortunately, we were also unable to combine this process with ink-jet printing
and demonstrate its usefulness in this context. This was due to unexpected
technical difficulties with the ink-jet printer. Ink-jet printing could in theory
simplify the process as unlike spin-coating where water-based polymer is cast on
the entire sample and then self-localized with ink-jet printing it is deposited only
on designated areas to begin with. Hence, sharp well define patterns might not
be required. Ink-jet printing will also provide mean to create OFETs without the
SAM that are required for the comparison described above.
The limitations impose by the use of TiO2 as an integral part of the OFET
structure can be resolved by employing the TiO2 as part of the photolithography
mask. The idea here is to perform contact photolithography thus bringing the
mask into contact with the SAM. The areas of the monolayer that come in contact
with the TiO2 parts of the mask could in principal undergo degradation. If such
method will prove to be possible it will eliminate the need to incorporate TiO 2 as
the insulator and therefore allow various substrates to be used. Time constrains
prevented us from exploring this method and it is left as a subject for future
work.
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CHAPTER FOUR: BLOCK COPOLYMER BASED
NANOIMPRINTING AND ITS IMPLIMENTATION IN ORGANIC
SOLAR CELLS’ FABRICATION.
This chapter is devoted to our work on nanometer-scale patterning and its
implementation into the fabrication of organic solar cells with controlled
interpenetrating heterojunction. We introduce the guidelines directed us when
developing the process and then elaborately present and discus the process and
characterization results of the organic solar cells fabricated using this process. The
chapter concludes with a discussion on the feasibility of this method and with
suggestions for future work.

4.1. OVERVIEW
In sub-chapter 2.3 the advantages and disadvantages of the different organic
photovoltaics (OPVs) were elaborately discussed, thus, only a short and relevant
summery is given hereunder.
The controlled interpenetrating heterojunction structure (Figure 13D, subchapter 2.3.3) is highly desired in organic photovoltaics (OPVs) as it resolves, at
least theoretically, some of the limiting factors in OPVs operation. The “comblike” interpenetrating structure results in an increased interface area between
the donor and acceptor while continuous paths to the electrodes are obtained.
Therefore, the limitation imposed by exciton diffusion length is resolved while
low recombination of charge carriers is achieved. We note that the features in
such interpenetrating heterojunction have to be in the order of exciton diffusion
length (or to be exact twice the diffusion length) in order to gain the full potential
of this structure.
Among the methods that were explored in order to achieve such enchantment of
the junction area 155, 158 nanoimprint lithography (NIL) stands out to be the most
plausible one

181, 182.

It is one if not the only method that allow relatively low

cost, nanometer-scale, large area pattering of organic materials even on flexible
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substrates (see sub-chapter 1.2). While there are examples where NIL have been
used to alter or improve performances of organic solar cells

6, 22, 159, 160

only few

attempts have been made to use it as a part of a full optimization procedure of
device performance

182.

That is mostly because device optimization is a tedious

process that involves fabrication of many devices in a reproducible manner,
hence, in order for NIL to be used in such process the stamp has to be a
commodity and it has to be on the centimeter scale. However, in NIL stamps are
typically fabricated using standard lithography 6, 22, 159, 160 which makes these two
requirements contradicting.
Therefore, when considering possible directions it was clear to us that it is not
enough to demonstrate that NIL can be used to fabricate interpenetrating
heterojunctions, but the limitation of stamp fabrication has to be resolved as
well. Once we obtain such enabling process we wished to investigate the effect of
interpenetrating heterojunction on solar cells performances.
Out of the tool-box of alternative patterning techniques and given our desire to
utilize the self-assembly phenomenon we choose to implement block copolymer
(BCP) lithography in the stamp fabrication process (see sub-chapter 1.4.2). The
advantages of BCP lithography that make it appealing to use in this case are that
it enables nanometer-resolution and it is based on solution processing which
make it applicable to large area patterning. However, as we soon learned,
centimeter-scale patterned area was very hard to achieve.
Figure 26 illustrate the main fabrication steps enabling NIL of semiconducting
polymers. Each individual step will be reviewed in the following sub-chapters.
Basically the process very much resemble the one introduced in sub-chapter 1.2
with the only difference being the fact that instead of photolithography BCP
lithography is employed. In short, BCP is self assembled to create the desired
pattern (Figure 26A-B) the pattern is then transferred to the underlying
substrate, silicon in our case (Figure 26C-E). The patterned silicon is used as a
master stamp and replicated to obtain flexible stamps (Figure 26F) which are in
turn used in a NIL process to imprint the semiconducting polymer (Figure 26G).
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Figure 26. Schematic illustration of the developed centimeter scale NIL
process. A) Spin coating BCP solution on top of silicon substrate. B) Solvent
annealing. C) Exposure of the now phase separated BCP film to UV light. D)
Reactive ion etching (RIE) to transfer the pattern into the silicon substrate.
E) Master stamp is completed with the deposition of anti-stiction layer. F)
Molding elastomeric stamp (PDMS) from the silicon template. G)
Imprinting semiconducting organic layer using the elastomeric stamp.
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4.2. DEVELOPMENT OF BLOCK COPOLYMER BASED NANOIMPRINT
LITHOGRAPHY OF SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS

In this sub-chapter we will present the complete fabrication process allowing BCP
lithography based NIL of semiconducting polymers. We will start from the first
experiments that were performed as a proof of concept and taught us important
lessons. Then the procedures enabling large area and nanometer-scale stamps are
presented. This sub-chapter concludes with the procedures for NIL of
semiconducting polymers and the fabrication of solar cells with interpenetrating
heterojunction structure.

4.2.1. PROOF OF CONCEPT EXPERIMENTS iii
When we started our work on this subject there was very little literature on
imprinting of semiconducting polymers and most examples of NIL were
performed on photoresists. Therefore, part of our efforts at this stage was
invested in finding the conditions for NIL of semiconducting polymers. For this
purpose we obtained a stamp fabricated via conventional lithography on a nickel
covered silicon wafer containing features in various shapes and different
resolutions (down to 100 nm). We began by replicating the patterns of the
master stamp into polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, SYLGARD 184). This two
components elastomer is prepared by mixing the two components in 10:1 ratio
(base:curing agent). The mixture is then degassed for several minutes and
applied to the master stamp. This step is followed by curing of the PDMS. The
PDMS stamps were then pilled off from the master stamp and characterized
using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) an example of such PDMS replica can be
seen in Figure 27. From these preliminary experiments we learned the following:
1. While it is possible to retain the master stamp resolution (features width and
spacing) features height is reduced in the replica process. We investigated
two routes in order to overcome this limitation. One was to reduce the PDMS
mixture viscosity (by changing the ratio between components) to allow it to
iii

General and specific safety instructions can be found in Appendix A.
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better penetrate the protrusions in the stamp. The second route was to
reduce curing temperature and by that allow the PDMS more time to
penetrate the protrusions. The first route did not give conclusive results but
from the second route we learned that performing the curing at room
temperature evidently results in higher features. Still, even in such case
features height was reduced in ~30%. This fact will have implications later
on when fabrication of master stamps via BCP lithography is discussed.
2. It is crucial to have anti-stiction layer on the master stamp. Without it peeling
off the PDMS is an impossible task that can results in damage to the PDMS or
worst to the master stamp.
3. PDMS is transparent and the patterns created in it are optically invisible.
Therefore, it is extremely difficult to align the pattern areas in the PDMS to
the underlying substrate (in a NIL process). This implies that the pattern area
in the PDMS ought to be much larger than the imprinted area so no alignment
will be necessary.

Figure 27. AFM image (height contrast) of PDMS stamp with a 250 nm
checkers board pattern.
Once we had usable PDMS stamps we turned to perform NIL experiments. PDMS
stamps were used to imprint the semiconducting polymer P3HT. Imprinting was
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done in a commercial embosser that was designed for the high pressure
compression of powders into discs. Figure 28 present AFM images of
nanoimprinted P3HT. As can be seen, we were able to imprint down to 100 nm
resolution.

A

B

C

D

Figure 28. AFM images (height contrast) of P3HT film embossed using
PDMS stamp. A) 250 nm checkers board pattern. B) 200 nm grid pattern. C)
150 nm lines pattern. D) 100 nm grid pattern.
However, our success was limited as most of the samples were either broken
during the imprinting procedure or suffered from many defects (mostly
scratches). We attribute that to the insufficient control we had over the
embosser that, as mentioned before, was design to work with high compression
force that clearly was much higher than required. On top of this, the embosser is
a large machine that do not fit inside a glove box, thus, it is not possible to use it
in OPVs fabrication that require inert atmosphere during preparation. It was
therefore clear to us that we will need to find a better solution and construct an
68

imprinting apparatus. An illustration of the home-built imprinter that was used
in further experiments can be found in appendix B.
In the last experiments series that was performed during these preliminary
stages we have examined our ability to create master stamps via BCP
lithography. Through collaboration with Dr. Roy Shenhar lab from the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem we obtained a variety of BCP films on silicon substrates.
Common to all samples was that they were based on polystyrene-blockpoly(methylmethacrylate) (PS-PMMA) a BCP system frequently used in BCP
lithography

6, 84, 87-90

(see sub-chapter 1.4.2). Samples were with different

molecular weights and different blocks ratio and therefore each exhibited
different morphology and was annealed using different methods. As can be seen
in Figure 29A-C the samples exhibited excellent phase separation. These samples
were exposed to UV light (254 nm) with exposure times that varied between
types of samples iv and then rinsed with acetic acid. This procedure removed the
PMMA block so we were left with only the PS block on the silicon surface. The
pattern was transferred to the silicon substrate via Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
procedure. Figure 29D present a sample where the pattern was transferred to
the silicon using the above described process.

iv

Elaborated details on the final procedure used will be given further on in text.
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D
Figure 29. AFM images (height contrast) of some of the PS-PMMA samples
obtained from Dr. Roy Shenhar lab. (A-C) Samples with different morphology
(after solvent annealing). (D) sample C after pattern was transferred to the
silicon.

Despite the relative success there were few problems we have encountered that
needed to be resolved before this process could be implemented further:
1. In some types of samples the BCP films were thin (~40 nm). Given the loss in
features height during the PDMS stamp fabrication such low thickness was
not acceptable and imposed another requirement from the BCP films to be
used.
2. In many cases the samples suffered from macroscopic defects spread on the
entire sample (Figure 30A). Those defects probably originated from what is
termed incipient dewetting as we find them very similar to published results
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by others

183

(Figure 30B). In block copolymers the phase separation takes

place in a spinodal decomposition mechanism (rather than a nucleation and
growth mechanism), where small concentration fluctuations lead to phase
separation across the entire film with no energy barrier. Unlike thermal
annealing, solvent annealing not only imparts increased mobility to the
chains but also considerably swells the films. Thus, local film instabilities, for
example due to incommensurability with the block copolymer period
(because of the swelling), or due to lower surface tension of one of the
components (because of its lower interfacial tension with the solvent vapor
compared to the situation without the solvent), can be easily amplified and
cause autophobic dewetting (i.e., where the polymer dewets not from the
substrate, but from an adsorbed layer of the polymer itself). The defects areas
seen in Figure 30A are dewetting holes or islands that were created in order
to compensate for such instabilities in the film. This phenomenon can be
avoided by better control of the solvent annealing process for example by
lowering the vapor pressure so the dewetting kinetics will be slowed down.

A

B

Figure 30. Optical microscope pictures of defects originated from incipient
dewetting. (A) A picture of one of our samples. (B) A picture adopted from
reference 183 [Polymer 2005, 46, (15), 5767-5772] exhibiting similar
effect.

In order to eliminate these defects we have constructed a solvent annealing
system (Figure 31)

184

that allows control over the vapor pressure. In this
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setup samples are placed in a closed chamber with two gas inlets and an
exhaust outlet. One of the inlets delivers pure nitrogen and through the
second inlet nitrogen saturated with solvent vapors is delivered. Saturation
of the nitrogen carrier gas with solvent vapors is achieved by passing it
through the solvent in a washing bottle. Flow rates through both nitrogen
inlets are controlled and monitored using flow meters. Controlling the
relative flow rates allow control over the solvent vapor pressure inside the
chamber.

N2

Exhust
chamber
flowmeter

solvent

Figure 31. The solvent annealing setup that allows control over the solvent
vapor pressure.

4.2.2. FABRICATION OF STAMPS USING BLOCK COPOLYMER LITHOGRAPHY v
Given our conclusions from the preliminary experiments we have chosen to
concentrate in a commercially available PS-PMMA BCP (polymer source inc.)
with a relatively high molecular weight (941k) containing ~33% PS and a
polydisparity of 1.22. Early results have shown that it is possible to obtain from
this polymer reasonably thick (~90 nm) films with laying cylinders morphology.
A solution of this polymer was made by dissolving it in toluene (2 wt%) and
gently stir the solution for ~12 hrs. The solution was filtered using a 0.45 m
PTFE filter prior to spin coating (4000 RPM) on a silicon substrate that was
v

General and specific safety instructions can be found in Appendix A
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cleaned according to the following procedure: First the silicon samples (~1 cm2)
were cleaned by rinsing with DI water than with acetone, methanol and 2propanol in ultra-sonic bath, 5 minutes for each solvent. Super-hydrophilic
surface was achieved by immersion in sulfuric acid (96%) – NOCHROMIX
(GODAX Laboratories, Inc.) solution for 12 hrs, followed by a thorough rinse with
DI water and drying with nitrogen. Finally, samples were treated in a UV-ozone
system for 15 minutes.
After spin coating samples were allowed to dry for several hours under vacuum
and transferred to the solvent annealing setup described in Figure 31. Solvent
annealing was preformed for 72 hours using chloroform as the solvent and flow
rate of 10 ml/min for the saturated nitrogen while the pure nitrogen inlet was
kept closed (no attempt was made to minimize the duration of this step). The
resulting BCP film (Figure 32A) exhibits 80-100 nm wide phase separated
domains in a “worm” like morphology over the entire sample.

PS

PS

PS

PMMA
Silicon

B

A

Figure 32. AFM images (height contrast) of (A) PS-b-PMMA film after
solvent annealing. The left inset in shows a schematic illustration of the
suggested film morphology (see text). (B) the sample after PMMA block
removal (i.e. after UV exposure and rinse with acetic acid).

In order to transfer the pattern into the silicon substrate we first used the
procedures employed during the preliminary experiments that is exposing the
films to 254 nm light followed by a rinse in acetic acid. However, in this case this
procedure resulted in a very poor pattern where the remaining PS block lost
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most of the original resolution and seems to be at least partially removed
together with the PMMA block (see Figure 32B). We first assumed that this due
to insufficient irradiation time as during irradiation it is important not only to
break the bonds in the PMMA block but specifically the bonds close or at the
connection point between the blocks. This way when the PMMA is removed it
can not remove the PS block together with it. Yet, even when we increased
exposure times this phenomenon repeated.
Although we made no attempt to prove it, our current assumption is that the film
morphology consists of PS cylinders lying parallel to the substrate on top of a
PMMA wetting layer (see the inset in Figure 32A), removing the PMMA resulted
in partial removal and/or deformation of the PS thus inducing many defects and
making it impossible to achieve a centimeter scale pattern. It was therefore
obvious that this method will not be applicable in this case.
In a parallel work carried out in our lab, the same polymer was used only with
thinner film thicknesses and on different substrate (SiO2). Unlike in our case, the
patterns were maintained perfectly 161 using the “irradiate and wash” procedure.
But, they have encountered a different problem. When later on trying to remove
the PS patterns (as part of a metal lift-off process) they found them very difficult
to dissolve an indication that the PS underwent very efficient cross-linking
during the exposure. That gave us the idea that instead of removing the PMMA
block we can rely on differences in the resistivity to etching between the
degraded PMMA blocks and the cross-linked PS blocks. Therefore, following ~27
min of UV exposure the samples were not washed and directly etched in a RIE
system (PlasmaTherm-790, UNAXIS) using SF6 as the etchant gas followed by
oxygen etching (to remove polymer residues). A power of 15 W, flow rate of 7
sccm, and a total pressure of 20 mtorr were used during SF6 etching. A 50 W
power, 25 sccm flow rate, and 200 mtorr pressure were used during oxygen
etching. Besides optimizing the SF6 etching time no further optimization of this
process was done. In Figure 33 AFM image of a typical sample after the RIE
process is presented. We were able to transfer the pattern into the silicon with
aspect ratio (height:width) of 1.2:1 while maintaining resolution.
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Figure 33. AFM image (height contrast) of silicon sample after pattern was
transferred using reactive ion etching. Features height is ~110 nm.

Master stamps were completed with the deposition of a self assembled
monolayer of 1H,1H,2H,2H perfluorododecyltrichlorosilane (FDDTS, SynQuest
labs) that serves as an anti-stiction layer following the procedures described in
sub-Chapter 3.2.1. In all the above steps we would typically produce in parallel
about 10 stamps.
Although the fabricated master stamps can be used directly in a NIL process we
chose to use elastomeric stamps as their flexibility permits their use even on non
planar surfaces. Here we introduced a different procedure than the one
employed during preliminary experiments. Following a process adopted from
reference 6 we first spin-cast what is called h-PDMS which is essentially similar
to the regular PDMS but have superior mechanical properties. Figure 34 present
a PDMS replica molded from one of the master stamps. As before, pattern
resolution was maintained but feature height decreased by roughly 30%.
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Figure 34. AFM image (height contrast) of PDMS stamp. Features height is
~80 nm.

4.2.3. NANOIMPRINT LITHOGRAPHY OF SEMICONDUCTING POLYMER

Implementing the conclusion from preliminary experiments the NIL process was
carried out in a home-built nanoimprinting setup (Appendix B) that allows
heating and cooling of the samples and applying pressure to the stamp.
Generally, the process is performed as follows: a sample coated with the
semiconducting polymer is heated above its glass transition temperature. Then,
the stamp is pressed against the film. The height of the imprinted features can be
tuned by controlling the applied pressure. After a given time the sample is cooled
down to room temperature while pressure is still applied. As already mentioned,
imprinting was done using an elastomeric stamp. In Figure 35 an AFM image of
imprinted P3HT film is presented. The maximum feature height we were able to
obtain was 35-40 nm in an initially 80 nm thick film.
As part of an undergraduate project performed in our lab by Mr. Dror Ovadia
from the Electrical Engineering department we were also able to nanoimprint
TiO2 layers prepared by a sol-gel approach. In this case the master stamp was
used directly in the imprinting and not the PDMS stamp.
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Figure 35. AFM image (height contrast) of nanoimprinted P3HT film.
Features height is ~35-40 nm.

Although one of the benefits we expected to achieve by using the home-built
nanoimprinter was to eliminate the scratches observed on the imprinted film
during preliminary experiments, we still observed these scratches. When we
performed absorption measurements on a film before and after imprinting we
found out that the imprinting procedure results in a lower absorption, indicating
that material was removed during imprinting. This problem was resolved by
using very thin PDMS stamps. It is not clear to us why PDMS thickness had this
effect and we can only speculate that it either related to the fact that thinner
PDMS stamps are more flexible than thicker ones, thus, conform better to the
imprinted film and reduce the effect of vibrations during the imprinting, or, that
the surface chemistry of the PDMS is from some reason different in thinner
stamps in a way that reduced the adhesion between the stamp and the polymer.
Such change might be related to oxygen diffusion to the surface of the PDMS
during the curing stage while in thick PDMS this diffusion is limited. Since the use
of thin PDMS stamp resolved the problem we made no effort to further
investigate it, but will note that if the origin of the problem is indeed adhesion
between the PDMS and polymer it is possible to form anti-stiction layer on top of
the PDMS 6.
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4.3. FABRICATION OF ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS WITH INTERPENETRATING
HETEROJUNCTION vi

Once we had the enabling process described in previous sub-chapter we turned
to implement it in the fabrication scheme of organic solar cells with
interpenetrating heterojunction.
We began by finding the optimal structure for a simple bi-layer solar cell based
on the commonly used material system of P3HT (Reike metals) as the donor and
PCBM (Nano-C) as the acceptor, a materials combination that was found to
produce relatively high efficiency solar cells in both bi-layer

185

and BHJ

186

structures. We resorted to simulations, such as the one presented in Figure 15
(sub-Chapter 2.3.3), but ultimately set the optimal conditions based on a detailed
series of experiments that examine the influence of post annealing, different
electrodes (different types of PEDOT for the anode and different metals such as
Al, Ag, Mg, and Ca for the cathode), and layers thickness (both P3HT and PCBM)
on device performances. The final structure that was used throughout the rest of
the experiments is the one that gave the best Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE)
using standard testing conditions (1 sun, A.M 1.5 G).
The substrates were patterned indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) coated glass
(psiotech) containing three separated pixels (each with an area of 2.7 mm2).
Substrates were cleaned and then spin coated (4000 RPM) with a solution of
PEDOT:PSS (CLEVIOS P VP A1 4083) resulting in a 45 nm thick film. The
substrates were then transferred into a glove box where the following process
steps were preformed under nitrogen atmosphere. P3HT solution in chloroform
(10 mg/ml) was filtered and spin coated (4000 RPM) onto the substrates to
achieve ~80 nm thick film. Samples were then annealed in a vacuum oven at 110
0C.

NIL was performed on some of the samples using a PDMS elastomeric stamps
prepared using the BCP lithography process described above. As stamps were
much larger than the defined pixels area, we could emboss all pixels
vi

General and specific safety instructions can be found in Appendix A
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simultaneously and avoid the need for any alignment. By varying the applied
pressure we have fabricated imprinted devices with average features height of
35, 20, and 10 nm.
PCBM was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM) at a concentration of 5 mg/ml,
filtered and then spin coated (3000 RPM) on the P3HT covered samples. PCBM
thickness was ~60 nm. DCM was used as it was shown to be orthogonal solvent
for our choice of materials, i.e. it can dissolve PCBM but not P3HT

185.

We have

verified that DCM does not affect the P3HT layer, or in later stages the imprinted
pattern, using AFM and absorption measurements. Figure 36 shows AFM images
of an imprinted P3HT film before PCBM casting (Figure 36A) and after PCBM was
removed by simply washing the samples with DCM (Figure 36B). We
occasionally observed small decrease in feature height but overall the pattern
was unaffected. Absorption measurements (Figure 36C) support this conclusion
as almost no change is observable between the samples. After coating with
PCBM, the samples were transferred into a thermal evaporator where 0.6 nm
LiF, 120 nm of aluminum capped with 30 nm of gold were consecutively
evaporated as the cathode. The device fabrication was completed by a short postannealing (10 min at 150 0C) vii.

vii

Post annealing was avoided in later comparative experiments to prevent diffusion of PCBM into the
P3HT. But, generally we found it to improve device performances.
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Figure 36. AFM images (height contrast) of nanoimprinted P3HT film (A)
before PCBM casting and (B) after PCBM was cast and then removed by
washing the samples with DCM. (C) Absorption spectrum of the P3HT film
corresponding to A and B (blue and red curves, respectively). Insets in A
and B represent a 2D cross-sectional profile along the marked green line.
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The use of LiF deserve special attention as it was found crucial for good and
reliable devices while at the same time also complicated our ability to later on
perform comparative study on device performances. In Figure 37 typical I-V
measurements of a device fabricated as described above only without LiF. As can
be seen the device I-V curve under illumination is “s-shaped”. Such I-V curves
with a concave shape at the fourth quadrant were obtained for all the devices
that were fabricated without LiF regardless of the fabrication procedure,
electrode choice or layer thickness.
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Figure 37. Typical I-V curves of a device fabricated without LiF. Dashed line
represent the measurement in the dark and the solid line the measurement
under illumination (1 sun, A.M 1.5G).
Reports on s-shaped I-V curves are not common, but this phenomenon was
reported in inorganic 187 and organic 143, 188-190 solar cells. Device that exhibit sshaped I-V curve suffer from low short circuit current (Isc), low fill factor (FF)
and therefore very bad PCE (in our case in the order of 10-2 %). The fact that the
serial resistance (rs) of such devices is high (can be deduced from the curve slope
at I=0, see sub-Chapter 2.3.1) suggests that the origin of this effect is at the
contacts. To further elucidate the mechanism behind this effect we plot the
current (multiplied by -1) versus the internal voltage, i.e. Voc – V. In Figure 38
such a plot is depicted for the device presented in Figure 37.
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Figure 38. Current versus internal voltage for the device presented in
Figure 37 (under illumination). The dashed area emphasis the range where
the current is rising super-linearly.
Examining the curve presented in Figure 30 we note that close to zero internal
voltage the current is rising super linearly. This implies that the current is
internal field dependent. Although such field dependency of the current could
have a number of explanations 191,192, it seems that in this case it is the outcome
of a barrier to charge transport that requires electric field to overcome it. The
simplest form of such barrier would be at the interfaces/contacts

193

and

therefore can explain the observed effect of LiF.
Finding the mechanism behind the s-shape I-V curves might be the subject of
future investigation in our lab, but in this work we were more interested in
eliminating it. As shown hereunder the evaporation of very thin LiF layer prior to
the aluminum electrode eliminated the s-shape completely and contributed to
improved device characteristics.
The beneficial effect of LiF as an intermediate layer between organic and metal
layer was already reported 139, 194 and this effect was also found to be dependent
on the thickness of the LiF layer

195.

The optimum thickness of LiF is very thin,

approximately 1 nm. Above this thickness device performances start to
deteriorate. In our case, we have found 0.6 nm to be the optimal thickness for
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LiF, below that thickness devices exhibited not only reduced performances but
also the s-shape I-V curves discussed above. With thicker LiF layers devices
performances were degraded but had no s-shape in their I-V curves. This narrow
process window was extremely limiting as such small thicknesses were below
the lower limit of control or reproducibility of our thermal evaporator
(regardless of the deposited material). Moreover, LiF evaporation is “tricky” in
standard thermal source as the evaporation rates continually change during
evaporation.
The above had implications on the comparative study we later performed as in
order to avoid s-shaped curves we preferred to evaporate a slightly thicker LiF
layer even though it had penalty as far as device performances are concerned.
Additionally, since we could not reproducibly deposit the same LiF thickness in
separate evaporations, we were only able to compare between devices that were
fabricated in the same evaporation.
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4.4. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS WITH INTERPENETRATING HETEROJUNCTION –
A COMPARTIVE STUDY
After implementing our BCP based NIL into the fabrication scheme of OPVs we
could turn to investigate the effect of the interpenetrating heterojunction on
device performances. We have concentrated on the effect of features height by
producing devices with 35, 20, and 10 nm features height and compared them to
the optimal bi-layer (not imprinted) device.
The photovoltaic response of our devices was examined by measuring their
External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) as a function of incident photon wavelength
and by measuring their I-V response under a 100 mW/cm2, A.M 1.5G
illumination. All measurements were preformed under nitrogen in a specially
designed device holder. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) was calculated
according to:

(4.3.1) EQE( )  R( )  hc 
where  is the incident light wavelength, h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of
light, and R() is the device responsivety in [A/W] calculated by dividing the
device measured photocurrent with the incident light intensity. Devices were
illuminated by mechanically chopped monochromatic light (Oriel QTH Research
lamp and Cornerstone Monochromator) and its photocurrent was measured
using a lock-in amplifier (EG&G instruments). The light intensity was monitored
using an amplified and calibrated Si photodetector (Oriel). I–V curves were
measured (Keithley 2400 source meter) in the dark and under illumination
(Science tech inc. ss150 solar simulator).
The EQE spectra of our devices are presented in Figure 39. The EQE of the
devices is clearly increased with imprinted feature height up to approximately
40% in the device with 35 nm features height compared to the bi-layer, not
imprinted, device. In the imprinted devices we expect to have an increased
interface area due to the sidewalls of the imprinted features. Using image
processing of the AFM images (like the one in Figure 35) we were able to
estimate the surface area in the imprinted devices. For the 35 nm deep imprint,
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the surface area is 1.75 times larger than that in the flat, non-imprinted device.
Accounting for up to 10 nm exciton diffusion length will reduce the ratio
between the junction volumes only to a factor of 1.55. Hence, the imprinted
devices do not seem to exploit the full potential offered by the increased
interface area/junction volume. A plausible explanation is the effect of optical
interferences, which was found to have a significant effect in bi-layer solar cells
135,

making the magnitude of the photocurrent sensitive to the location of the

donor-acceptor interface. As mentioned above, the 80 nm and 60 nm for the
P3HT and PCBM film thickness combination was chosen as it was found to
present optimal performance in the bi-layer (not imprinted) device. In the
imprinted devices the donor-acceptor interface is clearly, at least partially if not
completely, dislocated from its original location prior to imprinting. Hence,
junction position in the imprinted devices is shifted from its optimal position
thus reducing the overall effect associated with enhancement in junction volume.
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Figure 39. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) spectra of the fabricated
devices. The bi-layer device is the non-imprinted control device (dashed
line) and imprinted devices are with features height of approximately 10,
20, and 35 nm.
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The I-V curves of the different devices, measured under illumination and in the
dark, are presented in Figure 40. The statistical averages and standard
deviations of the different figures of merit extracted from the measurements of
all devices are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 40. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the fabricated devices.
(A) under 100 mW/cm2, A.M 1.5G illumination. (B) in the dark. The bi-layer
device is the non-imprinted control device (dashed line) and imprinted
devices are with features height of approximately 10, 20, and 35 nm.
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Average values obtained for the different types of devices
device type
Bi-layer
(not imprinted)
imprinted – 10nm
imprinted – 20nm
imprinted – 35nm

Jsc

Voc

FF

rs

EQE

PCE

[mA/cm2]

[V]

[%]

[ohm]

[%]

[%]

-3.28 (± 0.27)

0.51 (± 0.01)

42 (± 2)

55.3 (± 6.3)

20 (± 1)

0.69 (± 0.05)

-2.47 (± 0.72)

0.52 (± 0.02)

44 (± 2)

59.5 (± 21.3)

18 (± 2)

0.57 (± 0.21)

-3.86 (± 0.17)

0.55 (± 0.01)

50 (± 2)

29.2 (± 3.0)

23 (± 1)

1.07 (± 0.06)

-4.58 (± 0.10)

0.54 (± 0.01)

57 (± 2)

17.5 (± 1.2)

28 (± 1)

1.41 (± 0.03)

Table 2. Summary of average values obtained for the different type of
devices. Values in brackets indicate the standard deviation. The bi-layer
device is the non-imprinted control device and imprinted devices are with
approximately 10, 20, and 35 nm features height. Jsc is the short circuit
current, Voc the open circuit voltage, FF the fill factor, rs the serial
resistance, EQE the external quantum efficiency (measured at 525 nm
wavelength), and PCE is the power conversion efficiency under 100
mW/cm2, A.M 1.5G illumination.
Two pronounced differences between imprinted and non-imprinted devices can
be observed. First, with the exception of the shallowest imprinted device
(imprinted – 10nm), there is an increase in the short-circuit current (Jsc) with
increased features height. The magnitude of this increase corresponds to the
observed increase in the EQE, indicating that this is due to the larger junction
volume. Secondly, the imprinted devices exhibit an improved Fill Factor (FF)
combined with reduced serial resistance (rs). The origin of this second effect is
not clear and it could be associated with pressure induced changes as was
suggested by Shih et al. 196 .
The increased Jsc and FF in the imprinted devices, again with the exception of the
10 nm imprinted device, manifested in improved power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of those devices (Table 2). The device exhibiting the deepest features
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(imprinted – 35nm), displays on average more than a two-fold improvement in
PCE compared to the simple bi-layer device.

4.5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

To summarize the above results we have demonstrated a robust, large area and
low cost process that enables 80-100 nanometer scale patterning of organic
materials while avoiding the need for standard lithography techniques at any
stage of the process. Since the pattern is defined by block copolymer lithography
it should be possible to scale down the lateral feature size even below 30 nm.
We have successfully implemented this process in the fabrication of organic solar
cells, achieving a controlled interpenetrating heterojunction structure. Devices
fabricated with this structure exhibit improved, which can be explained by the
larger donor-acceptor interface area in those devices. Moreover, the robustness
of the process enabled us to perform a comparative study that examines the
influence of features depth on device performances. We have found the power
conversion efficiency linearly scales with the imprinting depth and that it
doubles at feature depth of 35 nm.
Considering the fact that the resolution was at least four times higher than what
is believed to be the optimal resolution (20 nm assuming exciton diffusion length
of 10 nm) indicates that one could achieve device performance that is
comparable to bulk heterojunction devices.
There are of course many directions that could be followed in future research
some were pointed out in the above but others directions are also interesting.
One such direction could be examining the influence of resolution (by a series of
BCP with different domain size). Another is to see if the PS pattern itself can be
used in the imprinting procedure, thus, eliminating the need for RIE.
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CHAPTER FIVE : ULTRA LONG RANGE ENERGY TRANSFER IN
STRATIFIED ORGANIC DONOR-ACCEPTOR STRUCTURES
This chapter is in a way out of context from the rest of this dissertation as its focus
is neither on fabrication nor patterning (conventional or alternative). Therefore,
this chapter is organized and written as a separate and stand alone unit of this
dissertation.
Hereunder we present and discus experimental evidence for ultra long range
resonant energy transfer in a stratified organic donor-acceptor structure. We show
that in a specific material system resonant energy transfer can occur in a range of
~100 nm. A range that by far exceeds the possible range predicted by classical
resonant energy transfer mechanisms.
The chapter begins with a review on known or classical energy transfer
mechanisms. We then discus why it is believed that in stratified structures a
different mechanism for resonant energy transfer might be more suitable. The
chapter continues with an experimental section that present the experimental
setup and structures used to investigate this phenomenon. The results obtained
together with a theoretical model that was developed (with significant
contributions by Mr. Ariel Epstein) in order to evaluate these results are
elaborately discussed. We conclude with a summary that addresses the
implications of such long range energy transfer.

5.1. INTRODUCTION
Excitons can undergo a number of different processes

197,

they can dissociate

into free charges, relax to the ground state by either radiative or non-radiative
processes, or they can transfer their excitation energy via intramolecular
mechanisms

(for

example,

singlet-triplet

transition)

or

intermolecular

mechanisms. Generally, any one of these processes can happen with a certain
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probability or rate. The probability for a specific process with a rate ki is given
by:

(5.1.1)

pi 

ki
n

k
i 1

i

This chapter concentrates on intermolecular energy transfer (ET) mechanisms.
In the following three such mechanisms are introduced: radiative ET (also
termed trivial ET), resonant ET via exchange mechanism (also termed Dexter
ET), and fluorescent resonant ET (also termed Förster ET, abbreviated FRET in
both cases). In all three mechanisms we start with two molecules, identical or
different, one of them is excited (donor) and the second one is in its ground state
(acceptor), following energy transfer we end up with an excited acceptor and a
ground state donor.

5.1.1. TRIVIAL ENERGY TRANSFER
Trivial energy transfer address the process where excited donor (D*) relaxes to
the ground state (D) while emitting a photon (h). This photon is then absorbed
by the ground state acceptor (A) resulting in an excited acceptor (A*). Hence,
trivial ET is a two step process that can be described as follows:

(5.1.2)

D*  D  h
A  h  A*

The efficiency of trivial ET is influenced by the following parameters: the
photoluminescence efficiency of the donor, the concentration of acceptor
molecules, the absorption of the acceptor, and the spectral overlap between the
donor emission spectrum and the acceptor absorption spectrum, J, which is given
by:


(5.1.3)

J 

 I      d
D

A

0
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where  is the wavenumber and I D   and  A   are the normalized donor
emission and acceptor absorption, respectively.
Since the acceptor molecule do not influence the emission of the donor molecule and
since photon energy do not decay with distance, the efficiency of trivial ET do not
depend on the distance between the donor and acceptor but only on the above
mentioned parameters and the absorption of the medium separating the two.
Therefore, trivial ET is dominant in dilute systems where the probability for distancedependent processes sharply decreases.

5.1.2. NON-RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSFER
As implied by their name non-radiative energy transfer mechanisms do not
involve a photon but rather relay on resonant between the donor and acceptor
entities. Such transitions can be described by the following one step process:

(5.1.4)

D*  A  D  A*

The probability for such process to occur is given by the Fermi golden rule 197:

(5.1.5)

P  D *  A  D  A * 

2
 i H  f
h

where is the density of states of the initial and final states that can participate
in the transition, H is the appropriate Hamiltonian, and i and f are the wave
function of the initial and final states, respectively. Continuing a bit further with
the quantum formalism, i can be written as:

(5.1.6)

i 

1

 D* 1 A  2   D*  2  A 1 

2

where  D* 1 is for example the electronic wave function of electron number 1 in
the excited donor molecule. Similar definitions hold for  D*  2  , A  2  , and

 A 1 . In the final state the donor molecule is in its ground state and the
acceptor molecule is excited and therefore:
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(5.1.7)

f 

1
 D 1 A*  2   D  2  A* 1 

2

When Eq. 5.1.6 and 5.1.7 are used to solve Eq. 5.1.5 it can be shown that two
possibilities exist (illustrated in Figure 41). In the first, following ET the
electrons remain in their original molecule. The second possibility is that
following ET electrons exchange molecules.
The first mechanism is termed FRET and the second mechanism Dexter. It should
be noted that both mechanisms can take place with a certain probability (or rate)
and can in principal even take place simultaneously when few diploes/excitons

FR
ET

are involved. In the following this two mechanisms will be addressed.

Acceptor

Donor

Acceptor

r

te
ex

D

Donor

Donor

Acceptor

Initial state

Final state

Figure 41. Illustration of the initial and final states in a resonant energy
transfer process. Initially the donor is excited and the acceptor is in the
ground state. After energy transfer the acceptor is excited and the donor is
in its ground state. Two possibilities are illustrated: FRET where the
electrons remain in their original molecule and Dexter where the electrons
exchange places.
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5.1.3. DEXTER EXCHANGE ENERGY TRANSFER
As described above the Dexter exchange ET mechanism involves electrons
exchange between the donor and acceptor, hence, it requires overlap between
the wave functions of the electron located in the LUMO level of the excited donor
and the acceptor LUMO level as well as between the electron in the acceptor
HOMO level and the excited donor HOMO level.
Since the electron density decreases exponentially with the distance from the
atom nuclei it was suggested by Dexter that the energy transfer due to exchange
mechanism will follow the same trend 198 :

(5.1.8)

kET (exchange)  K  J  e(-2 RDA / LVDW )

where K is a parameter related to the resonance between the relevant orbitals. J
is the spectral overlap as defined in Eq. 5.1.3. RDA is the distance between the
donor and acceptor, and LVDW is the van-der-walls radius or distance of the donor
and acceptor, i.e. the minimum distance in which there is no repulsion between
the two.
The exchange itself can be direct, in one simultaneous step, or via the creation of
intermediate chemical specie. What is important to note is that regardless of the
specific exchange mechanism the exponential dependency in the distance
between the donor and acceptor implies that Dexter ET will be significant only
when the donor and acceptor are at very close proximity, 1-2 nm at most.

5.1.4. FÖRSTER RESONANT ENERGY TRANSFER
As depict in Figure 41, Förster resonance ET do not involve the exchange of
electrons as a result of energy transfer. The theory behind this mechanism was
first derived by Förster in 1948

199

and it quantum mechanically describes the

interaction between two isolated point dipoles separated by a distance r. In such case
the energy transfer, kFRET , between an excited donor and a ground state acceptor
can be concisely written, according to Förster theory, as
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200:

(5.1.9)

k FRET 

1

 D0

R 
 0 
 r 

6

where  D0 is the donor excited-state lifetime in the absence of acceptor and R0,
usually termed Förster radius, is the distance between the donor and acceptor
dipoles at which the decay rate due to energy transfer equals the donor decay
rate in the absence of the acceptor and it is given by:

(5.1.10)

R0

6

9000 Q0 (ln10) 2 J

128  5 n 4 N A

where Q0 is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor, 2 is a dipole
orientation factor, J the spectral overlap, n the medium refractive index, and NA
is Avogadro’s number.
In many molecular and organic systems the Förster radius is only few
nanometers at most

201, 202

and therefore the 1/r6 dependency dictate that

FRET will be significant for short distances only, usually no more than 10 nm.
As noted before Förster theory was developed based on quantum mechanical
calculations however it was shown that it can be reproduced using classical
electromagnetic theory as well

203-205.

Since the model presented further on in

this chapter is based on the latter point of view, hereunder a short summary of
the basic equations is presented.
The electrostatic power absorbed by a dielectric medium populating a volume V
is given classically by Ohm's law and Poynting theorem:

(5.1.11)

dQ
2
(r ')    (r ) E (r , r ') d 3 r
dt
V

Where E (r , r ') is the quasi-electrostatic field that a source located at r ' induces
at an observation point r within the absorbing medium and  (r ) is the
conductance at the observation point.
For the case where both donor and acceptor are point dipoles and using the
classical postulate that relates the electric field amplitude to a donor molecule
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dipole moment, and the conductance to the square of an acceptor molecule
dipole moment, these two parameters can be written as:

E (r , rD ) 

(5.1.12)

(5.1.13)

 (r ) 

 D ( )
1
 ( ) r  rD

 2 ( )
A

3

 (r  rA )

where rD and rA are the locations of the donor and acceptor, respectively. D ( )
and  A ( ) are the frequency-dependent donor and acceptor dipole moment,
respectively. And  ( ) is the frequency-dependent permittivity of the medium.
It was shown that using the above equations it is possible to derive the energy transfer
rate between the donor and acceptor 203, 204:

(5.1.14)

k ET ( rA  rD ) 

 2 ( )  2 ( )

1

 ( )

2

2

D

A

rA  rD

6

which constitutes the expression derived by Förster for the energy transfer rate
between two dipoles at a certain frequency. Defining k0 as the decay rate of the
donor in the absence of the acceptor the Förster radius is given using this
classical approach by:

(5.1.15)

  D2 ( )  2A ( ) 
R0  
 k0 2 2 ( ) 




1

6

These relations can be generalized to get the rate and radius for dipoles with a
finite-width spectral response, yielding the exact Forster formula for resonant
energy transfer.

5.1.5. DEVIATION FROM THE FÖRSTER THEORY IN STRATIFIED STRUCTURES
While the Förster theory was successfully used to describe resonant ET (RET) in
many useful applications

201, 206-209

accurately predict the RET process

there are also examples where it fails to
210-212.

One of those examples is when the

point-to-point scenario does not truly represent the system used as in the case of
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layered thin films where an excited donor can basically interact with any of the
dipoles in the acceptor layer

152.

At least intuitively, the reduction in problem

dimensions implies that the 1/r6 dependency will reduced to 1/r4 in the case of a
monolayer of acceptors or 1/r3 in the case of an infinite slab of acceptors. Such
reduction in the power of r is expected to be manifested in a longer energy
transfer range than predicted by the Förster theory. Although the theoretical
ground for the point-to-layer scenario is known for years

204,

205

this

phenomenon received little attention until recently, when it was experimentally
shown to be pronounced in a number of donor-acceptor systems 152, 207, 213-218.
It is not surprising that most of those examples are related to organic
photovoltaic devices (OPVs) as the implications of such long range RET on the
operation of OPVs may be significant. A key consideration in an OPV is the short
exciton diffusion length in organic materials which implies that only excitons
generated within several nanometers from a donor-acceptor heterojunction are
able to dissociate into free charges and contribute to a photocurrent

131, 136.

Consequently, bi-layer OPVs were considered inefficient due to the limited
heterojunction area, and the concept of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) was
introduced 219. In the BHJ structure the donor and acceptor are intimately mixed
forming nanometer-scale phase separated domains throughout the entire
volume, thus, decreasing the distance an exciton needs to travel before reaching
a heterojunction. Yet, the increase in exciton dissociation efficiency might come
at the expense of charge transport, as the former requires nanometer domains
while the latter requires continuous routes to the electrodes
best reported OPVs to date are based on the BHJ concept
requirements is not trivial

153.

152.

129,

Although the

satisfying both

In this context, long range RET can be used to

increase exciton harvesting in bi-layer structures

144,

152

making them

competitive with BHJ OPVs while retaining the good charge transport
characteristics. Additionally, it may offer new approaches to OPVs architectures
and material design that were overlooked so far 214.
In a recent study, Coffey et al.

214

have examined layered structures of donor/

electron blocking layer (spacer)/ acceptor. The electron blocking spacer was
introduced in order to exclude conventional routes for exciton dissociation, i.e.
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exciton diffusion and dissociation at the donor/ spacer interface or short range
RET. Using time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) they observed, upon
photoexcitation of the donor, charge generation in the spacer/ acceptor interface
even in the presence of a relatively thick spacer (17 nm). While these results are
a clear indication that long range RET is taking place, they, as well as the external
quantum efficiency measurements presented in their work, are not suitable for
quantitative estimation of the energy transfer rate or related parameters such as
a characteristic distance. Moreover, probing the energy transfer using charge
generation at the interface may ignore a large portion of the transferred energy
in case it is transferred to the bulk of the acceptor film. Indeed, preliminary study
by Ayzner et. al.144 suggest that in the P3HT-PCBM system the transfer range may
be significantly larger.

5.2. THE EXPRIMENTAL SETUP AND SAMPLES STRUCTURE viii

The goal we set to ourselves was to systematically explore this long range RET
mechanism. As we wanted to obtain direct evidence for energy transfer we have
chose to perform steady state photoluminescence (PL) measurements on layered
donor/ insulating spacer/ acceptor structure (Illustrated in Figure 42). By
performing the PL measurements in an integrating sphere we were able to
determine the PL efficiency (PLE) of the samples and therefore directly
investigate the effect of spacer thickness, acceptor thickness, and donor PLE.

viii

Appendix A gives general and specific safety instructions.
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Figure 42. Illustration of the layered structure of the samples examined in

this work. n is the refractive index,  is the extinction coefficient, d is the
donor thickness, R is the spacer thickness, and a the acceptor thickness.
The subscripts G, D, S, and A indicate the glass, donor, spacer, and acceptor,
respectively.

We first chose regio-regular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (RR-P3HT) as the donor
and [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as the acceptor, materials
combination frequently used in bi-layer and BHJ OPVs. In addition, we
considered regio-random P3HT (RRa-P3HT) as another donor material which is
blue shifted with respect to the regio-regular and has a very different
morphology (PL spectra of both P3HT types are presented in Figure 43).
The processing and measurement procedures ix can have substantial influence on
the results, therefore, we have dedicated a great deal of attention to ensure they
were reliable.
All samples used in our experiments were fabricated in a glove box under inert
atmosphere and following the same procedures. First, P3HT solution was spin
coated on a clean glass substrate. Secondly, a double-layer spacer was deposited

ix

Appendix C gives detailed information on the fabrication, measurements and simulations.
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consisting of 10 nm of thermally evaporated LiF and spin coated
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP). The LiF thin layer serves two purposes: it is an
isolating layer, and it promotes better wetting of the PVP solution allowing us to
achieve highly uniform and conformal PVP layers. PVP is readily soluble in
methanol therefore we could deposit it on top of the P3HT/LiF samples with no
influence to the P3HT. Samples were completed with the deposition of PCBM
layer (see Figure 43 for its normalized absorption spectrum). Cyclohexane was
used to dissolve PCBM as it does not dissolve PVP (which is soluble in polar
organic solvents) or P3HT. Yet, it is also not a very good solvent for PCBM,
forcing us to work with low concentration solutions that even under low spin
speed yielded no more than 30 nm films.
In order to ensure none of the fabrication steps by themselves, beside of course
PCBM deposition, affect in any way the absorption or PLE of the P3HT samples,
we performed the measurements after each step and used control experiments
where only pure solvents (methanol or cyclohexane) were spin cast. To avoid
degradation of the samples due to exposure to ambient atmosphere, samples
were sealed in a specially designed quartz cuvette before they were taken out of
the glove-box. We found samples to be stable for days when kept inside the
sealed cuvette. This procedure enabled us not only to verify that none of the
fabrication steps influence the results in any way, but also to minimize
experimental errors as every sample was measured and analyzed relatively to
baseline measurements taken from the same sample in former steps of the
fabrication process.
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Figure 43. Absorption spectrum of PCBM (full line) and photoluminescence
(PL) spectra (dashed line) of regio-regular P3HT (RR-P3HT, squares) and
regio-random P3HT (RRa-P3HT, triangles).

The validity of our results strongly depend on the ability of our spacer to prevent
PCBM from penetrating into the P3HT, as even small quantities of PCBM can
induce pronounced quenching of the PL when blended with RR-P3HT

220

and

RRa-P3HT (Figure 44A). Moreover, it was shown that PCBM can substantially
interdiffuse into P3HT even when the two materials are deposited from
orthogonal solvents

221, 222.

Therefore, the integrity of our spacer had to be

thoroughly examined. Given the relatively large area of the samples (>1 cm2) a
single characterization technique can not undoubtedly role out the existence of
scarce defects, hence, it is the combined results from surface, optical and
electrical characterization techniques that convinced us that our spacer contains
negligible amount of defects and that PCBM do not penetrate into the P3HT.
Two types of experiments we find to support these conclusions most
convincingly. The first is that we found the process to be reversible. Figure 44B
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presents the PL spectra of the same sample at different processing stages, prior
to PCBM deposition, with PCBM, and after PCBM was removed (together with the
PVP) by simply spin coating the sample with a pure solvent (methanol). The
pronounced quenching of PL intensity following PCBM deposition is clearly
observable but also the complete recovery of the PL intensity when PCBM is
washed away. It is hard to believe that by such simple spin coating procedure we
could extract PCBM that penetrated into the P3HT, and the results evidently
show that even if it did, the quantities were too small to influence P3HT PL.
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Figure 44. (A) PLE of blend films of RRa-P3HT:PCBM for different PCBM
concentrations (wt%). (B) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of a RR-P3HT
sample before PCBM deposition (full line), with PCBM (triangles), and after
PCBM was removed (dashed line).

The second experiment we performed to verify spacer integrity consisted of I-V
measurements on diode structures with and without the spacer layer (but
otherwise identical). We have used the same fabrication procedures and the
same layer thickness as in the PLE measurements. The diodes with a spacer layer
displayed in about 50% of the cases an open-circuit behavior until relatively high
voltages (~8 V) while in the remaining 50% we observed at least twice the turn-
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on voltage and more than three orders of magnitude smaller currents than those
measured for the diodes without a spacer (see Figure 45). Given the thin
thickness of our spacer we find these results a good evidence for the spacer
integrity suggesting that only a negligible amount of defects might exist.
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Figure 45. Measured I-V curves of diode structures fabricated following the
procedure described in the text. Solid line corresponds to the structure
without spacer layer. The diodes with a spacer layer displayed in about
50% of the cases an open-circuit behavior and the dashed line represents
the highest current measured in one of the structures with spacer (~25 nm
thick) layer that did not display open-circuit.

As already mentioned, PL measurements were performed in an integrating
sphere and the PLE was extracted from those measurements following the
procedures described by de Mello et al. 223. The low PLE of RR-P3HT required a
special setup which is described in Appendix D (together with the usual setup).
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5.3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
In the absence of acceptor layer (PCBM), photogenerated excitons in the donor
(P3HT) can undergo decay to the ground state through radiative and nonradiative transitions, with decay rates krad and knon _ rad , respectively. The
measured PLE in this case (0) is given by:

(5.3.1)

0 

krad

krad
k
 rad
 knon _ rad
k0

When the acceptor layer is introduced, another process leading to excitation
quenching is enabled, namely RET from donor to acceptor, with a decay rate
defined as k ET

(5.3.2)

. Therefore, the measured PLE () is now given by:



krad
krad  knon _ rad  k ET



krad
k0  k ET

Utilizing the reasonable assumption that k0, the sum of radiative and non
radiative decay rates, does not change with the introduction of the acceptor layer
we can write a normalized expression for the decay rate due to energy transfer:

(5.3.3)


k ET
 0 1
k0


We can therefore plot kET k0 using the PLE values extracted from the
measurements and investigate the influence of different parameters on the
energy transfer decay rate.
We begin by examining the effect of spacer thickness from a set of samples with a
varying LiF+PVP thicknesses (dictated by the PVP thickness) separating a 130
nm RR-P3HT layer from a 20 nm PCBM layer. We observe (Figure 46A) reduction
in the energy transfer rate with increasing spacer thickness, a similar behavior to
that reported by others 214. But, what is more interesting to note is that even for a
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relatively thick spacer (40 nm) the energy transfer rate is still substantial. Using
the data collected from the measurements and accounting for optical
interferences we were able to simulate the exciton distribution profile, f(z’),
within the P3HT (this procedure is described in more details further on in the
chapter). This profile for the case of 40 nm spacer is presented in Figure 46B
showing that most of the excitons are generated far from the spacer. Hence, we
can conclude that the range of energy transfer may be as high as ~100 nm. Such
large range definitely cannot be explained using classical FRET.
The inset of Figure 46A presents the results of a similar experiment where the
spacer layer was constructed entirely from evaporated LiF. Comparing the two
sets of results one can see that there is a rather good agreement for the range
where the two overlap (20-40 nm). However, as the LiF spacer on its own is less
reliable than the double layer it was not used in further experiments.
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Figure 46. (A) Normalized energy transfer rate as a function of spacer
thickness. The spacer is composed of 10 nm LiF and 10-30 nm of PVP. P3HT
and PCBM thicknesses were in all samples 130 nm and 20 nm, respectively.
The inset display the results for a spacer composed entirely from LiF (see
text for details). Dashed lines are a guide to the eye. (B) Normalized exciton
distribution profile within the P3HT layer for the case of 40 nm spacer
thickness.
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0

The above results might suggest that in principal bi-layer OPVs should be very
efficient as the long range energy transfer can bypass the limitation imposed by
the exciton diffusion length. However, this is usually not the case and a possible
explanation could be that excitons undergoing RET from P3HT to PCBM do not
necessarily transfer to the vicinity of the heterojunction. If this is the case, what
limits the efficiency is not exciton diffusion in P3HT but rather the exciton
diffusion in PCBM. In Figure 47 the normalized energy transfer rate as a function
of PCBM thickness is presented. In this experiment the P3HT and LiF+PVP spacer
thicknesses were fixed to 130 nm and ~25 nm, respectively, and we examined
both the cases of bottom facet illumination and top facet illumination (see Figure
42).
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Figure 47. Normalized energy transfer rate as a function of PCBM thickness
for samples based on RR-P3HT. RR-P3HT thickness is 130 nm and spacer
(LiF+PVP) is ~25 nm thick. Filled circles correspond to illumination from
the bottom facet (P3HT side) and squares correspond to illumination from
the top facet (PCBM side). Full and dashed lines are fits to measured data
using the model described in the text below for the bottom and top
illumination, respectively.
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The results clearly indicate that energy transfer rate is increasing with PCBM
thickness. This trend cannot be explained by optical interference phenomena
according to our optical simulation. Figure 48 present the square modulus of the
optical electric field, which is proportional to the exciton generation rate 151, as a
function of the location within the P3HT layer. Close to the interface with the
spacer (z=0) the exciton generation rate decreases with PCBM thickness which is
the opposite behavior to what one might expect in the case optical interferences
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Figure 48. Simulation of the square modulus of the optical electric field
(proportional to the exciton generation rate) as a function of the location
within the P3HT layer. The simulated structure compose of 130 nm P3HT
film on top of 1 mm thick glass separated by a 25 nm spacer from a PCBM
film with varying thicknesses: 5 nm (open circles), 10 nm (filled squares),
and 30 nm (filled circles).

Another interesting point arising from Figure 47 is that the differences between
the bottom and top illumination directions are relatively small (with the
exception of the thickest PCBM considered). This is somehow in contradiction to
one's expectations, as in the case of top illumination more excitons should be
generated close to the P3HT/spacer interface, which is expected to significantly
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enhance energy transfer. However, considering optical interferences and
especially the large range RET we observe (effectively ~100 nm), which is not
very far from the P3HT film thickness (130 nm), such small differences are
reasonable and even serve as another indication for the ultra long range RET.
After we have examined the influence of structural parameters (spacer and
acceptor thickness) we turned to investigate material parameters that might
shed light on the origin of this long range RET. We chose regio-random P3HT
(RRa-P3HT) for this purpose as it has two properties which are expected to
influence the energy transfer rate. Firstly, we have measured its PLE to be an
order of magnitude higher than that of the RR-P3HT (~20% compared to ~2%),
while the spectral overlap integrals are essentially the same (calculated
following Kuhn 203). An increase in the donor PLE is expected to be manifested in
a higher rate of energy transfer according to the Förster theory 203. Secondly, the
degree of regio-regularity in P3HT was found to influence the absorption and PL
spectra of this material due to coherence effects related to interchain excitons 224,
225.

Such effects were predicted to lead to deviations from the Förster theory in

some systems 211.
For this comparison we have fabricated samples based on RRa-P3HT in similar
fashion to those made from RR-P3HT. In Figure 49 the normalized energy
transfer rate as a function of PCBM thickness is presented for these samples. The
energy transfer rate practically follows the same trend as in the case of RR-P3HT,
i.e. increasing with PCBM thickness. The difference between the two materials is
in the magnitude of the normalized energy transfer rate, where RRa-P3HT
displays an order of magnitude higher normalized transfer rates. The fact that
the increase in the energy transfer rate corresponds almost perfectly to the
increase in PLE suggests that this factor is probably due to lower non-radiative
rate in RRa-P3HT (which leads to lower normalization factor, k0).
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Figure 49. Normalized energy transfer rate as a function of PCBM thickness
for samples made from RRa-P3HT (130 nm). Spacer (LiF+PVP) thickness is
~25 nm. Full line is a fit to measured data using the model described in text.

5.3.1. A MODEL FOR FILM -TO-FILM RESONANT ENERGY TRANSFER
It should be emphasize that all the above observations do not rely on any model
but are solely based on the definitions of PLE (Eqs. 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3) and on
the values of this parameter as were extracted from our measurements. Still,
fitting the experimental data to a model can help elucidating the origin of this
RET process.
As shown in sub-chapter 5.1.4 the expression for FRET in the case point-to-point
scenario. Following the same approach it was also shown that the model can be
expended to the film-to-film scenario

205, 214, 216-218.

Our contribution to this

revised model was to extend it so it will take into account both the acceptor finite
thickness and the exciton distribution within the donor layer.
We consider a layer of generally uncorrelated donor molecules, separated by a
spacer from a layer of uncorrelated acceptor molecules (i.e. we ignore coherence
effects), all fabricated on a thick glass substrate as illustrated in Figure 42. We
denote the donor, spacer and acceptor thicknesses along the z-axis as d, R and a,
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respectively, and the other two dimensions are considered to be infinite. The
layers are characterized optically by their refractive index, n , and extinction
coefficient, . The wavelength dependent values of the refractive index were
taken from the literature

226,

while the extinction coefficients were extracted

from our absorption measurements. We assume that the spacer is not interacting
with the dipoles neither of the donor molecules, nor of the acceptor molecules,
and that there is some overlap between the donor luminescence spectrum and
the acceptor absorption spectrum to allow an efficient dipole-dipole interaction
between the two species.
Given an excited dipole located at a certain point, z = z’, in the donor layer and a
homogenous acceptor dipole density, CA, the energy transfer rate expression in
Eq. 5.1.14 can be generalized to fit the dipole to layer scenario 205:

(5.3.4)

k ET ( z ')
 d 03
k0



1
1
 ( R  z ')3  ( R  a  z ')3 



where d0 is known as the critical length of the energy transfer process 205, 218. By
rigorously deriving the above equation we find that d0 can be correlated with the
Förster radius according to:

(5.3.5)

  CA 
d0  
2 
 4 

1

3

R02

Assuming the donor dipoles are aligned in-plane and the acceptor is isotropic (a
reasonable assumption when considering the donor and acceptor molecular structure),
the orientation factor, , is given by  2  1  3cos2  , where  is the angle between
the donor dipole moment axis and the direction of r . Additionally, it is assumed
that z’ < 0 with accordance to Figure 42.
We take into account the distribution of donor dipoles in our model by
introducing the photo-generated exciton distribution function, f  z ' , which is
proportional to the photon absorption profile resulting from the monochromatic
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illumination. While in the absence of acceptor layer the PLE is considered
independent of the exciton position within the layer, when the acceptor is
introduced and the energy transfer process is enabled and f  z ' should be
accounted for. Therefore, using f  z ' as a normalized probability density
function, we rewrite Eq. 5.3.2 to represent the ratio between the number of
emitted photons from an interval dz’ in the donor layer to the total number of
absorbed photons:

(5.3.6)

d  z '  

krad
f ( z ')dz '
k0  k ET ( z ')

Integrating over the donor layer we arrive at an expression for the measured
PLE in the presence of the acceptor:

(5.3.7)
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We note that all the parameters in Eq. 5.3.7 can be measured experimentally
except f  z ' and d0. As f  z ' follows the spatial absorption profile, it can be
readily calculated by a transfer-matrix or recursive approach for the stratified
device we examine using the optical properties of the media at the excitation
wavelength 135 .As the measurements were done inside an integrating sphere one
has also to account for indirect excitation 223 which in our case modified slightly
the calculated exciton profile. Having calculated the exciton profile (as in Figure
46B) we are left with a single parameter, d0, which can be used to fit the model to
the experimental data.
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Figure 50. Values of d0 extracted using the model describe in the text for
the experiments where PCBM thickness was varied. (A) RR-P3HT for both
top and bottom illumination. (B) RRa-P3HT for bottom illumination.
Dashed lines are to guide the eye.
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Values extracted for d0 using the above model are presented in Figure 50 for
samples based on RR-P3HT (Figure 50A) and RRa-P3HT (Figure 50B). We
obtained an average values of ~110 nm (±5%), ~90 nm (±12%), ~275 nm
(±10%), 245 nm (±20%) for bottom illuminated RR-P3HT, top illuminated RRP3HT, bottom illuminated RRa-P3HT, and top illuminated RRa-P3HT,
respectively. With the exception of the top-illuminated RRa-P3HT, the relatively
small deviations are within reasonable experimental errors. The lines drawn in
Figures 47 and 49 are based on Eq. 5.3.4 using the above extracted values for d0
providing further support of the analysis procedure.
However, a more detailed examination of the values extracted for d0 reveals that
this model may be too simplified to accurately describe this ultra long range RET.
First, we expect d0 to be a property of the material and therefore independent of
the illumination direction, yet we do observe small but non-negligible difference
between the values extracted for top and bottom illumination. We believe that
taking exciton diffusion into account can improve the accuracy of the donor
exciton profile and may resolve this issue. Furthermore, although d0 does not
hold the same meaning as the Förster radius (R0), one can be calculated from the
other according to Eq. 5.3.5. Using the values we have extracted for d0 and
considering CA ~2 x 1021cm-3 and K2 ~1 we find R0 to be ~9.3 nm for RR-P3HT
and ~15.1 nm for RRa-P3HT. Yet, R0 values calculated using Eq. 5.1.15 in
conjunction with the data in Figure 43 were found to be ~1.2 nm for RR-P3HT
and ~1.8 nm for RRa-P3HT, which are in agreement with values found in the
literature 220.
Considering the above, we may deduce that the ultra long range energy transfer
is not merely an extension of the Förster transfer to the case of 3D layers, and
other physical phenomena, not taken into account in the current model, should
be introduced to the model. We have made some efforts to further extend the
model to include far-field interactions, yet since the acceptor (PCBM) layers are
very thin this had negligible effect. Another process which is overlooked by the
current model is related to correlations between adjacent donor dipoles; large d0
values may imply that the donor excitations are not singular, but rather form
some kind of a collective coherent source spread over several excited states,
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which may result in a different field dependency, thus increasing the
effectiveness of energy transfer. The possibility for such a phenomenon to occur
in organic semiconductors has recently been pointed out by Emelianova et. al. .
227

Additional possible mechanisms may arise from other quantum effects 211, 212

requiring different approach than the common classical oscillating dipole model.

5.4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a clear evidence for the existence of an ultra long range resonant
energy transfer in a stratified structure has been presented, reaching an effective
transfer range of over 100 nm. We have shown this process to depend on the
acceptor and spacer layers thicknesses indicating it to be a 3D process. While the
fact that the extracted d0 values were found to follow the donor PLE supports the
approach based on a Coulomb-like interactions, the common classical oscillating
dipole model, extended to suit the experiment conditions, supplies only partial
explanations for this phenomenon.
The ultra long range ET we have demonstrated together with our finding that the
transfer is to the full volume of the acceptor have few implications. First, in
contrast with the common belief that the limiting factor in a bi-layer OPV is the
short exciton diffusion length in the donor, our finding indicate that it is the
exciton diffusion length in the acceptor that limits this type of device. This
implies that improving bi-layer OPVs may require different approaches than so
far taken. Secondly, the magnitude of the energy transfer mechanism suggests
that this may be a dominant mechanism in OPVs operation and therefore novel
device structures that exploit this phenomenon can be highly attractive. Thirdly,
this mechanism may provide an alternative explanation for the report in Ref. 144
that, for a bi-layer device, when a thicker donor material is used it is also
important to use a thicker acceptor layer. In the current context this is so to
improve the energy transfer. Fourth, as some of the excitons will be generated at
the top interface it would be beneficial to add an exciton blocking layer that
would prevent their quenching by the metal electrode.
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Future investigations on this subject can include both theoretical and
experimental directions. As already mentioned above, the model suggested by us
can not fully explain this phenomenon. There is already on going work in our
group aimed to expend the model to account for extended donor sources and/or
coherent sources which we believe could shed light on the physical origins of the
presented ultra long range ET. Quantum mechanical approach could also be a
plausible route. Experimental directions may include finding other donoracceptor systems where such ultra long range ET exist as well as fabricating
OPVs that exploit this phenomenon. Experiments that may help elucidating or
verify the ET mechanism such as PL excitation of the acceptor or transient
absorption measurements of the acceptor can also be considered.
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APPENDIX A – SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
A.1. GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. It is always better to be safe than sorry.
2. Each lab has its own specific safety instructions. Make sure you are
familiar with them.
3. Do not use lab instruments that you are not familiar with or did not get
the required training.
4. Always wear the appropriate safety gear. A gown, gloves, and eye
protection, should always be used. Other protective safety gear should be
used if necessary.
5. Read the material safety data sheet (MSDS) of every material you work
with prior to the first use.
6. Acids and bases should be stored separately from organic solvents.
Working with theses materials should be at separate hoods.

A.2. SPECIFIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS TO CHAPTER THREE AND FOUR
1. Cutting of glass and silicon samples should be done with eye protection.
2. Acid resistance gloves should be used when working with acids and
NOCHROMIX.
3. 1,1,2-Trichlorotrifluorethane (FREON 113) is harmful to the environment.
Waste should be collected and dispose according to regulations.

A.3. SPECIFIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS TO CHAPTER FIVE
1. Cutting of glass samples should be done with eye protection.
2. Always use appropriate eye protection when working with laser.
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APPENDIX B – THE HOME-BUILT NANOIMPRINTING SETUP
The home-built nanoimprinter illustrated in Figure 51 was used to fabricate the
imprinted solar cells described in Chapter four.
The imprinter allows control over temperature via digitally controlled hot-plate
while pressure is manually adjusted.
Samples are held on the vacuum chuck and stamp is placed on top of them.
Pressure is applied by lowering the top plate using the screw-drive. Pressure is
monitored using pressure sensors (100 gr sensitivity).

Screw-drive

Rail
Pressure sensor
Vacuum chuck
hot plate

Temperature
controller

LCD display
(Pressure reading)

Figure 51. Schematic illustration of the home-built nanoimprinter.
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APPENDIX C – DETAILED FABRICATION DETAILS FOR
CHAPTER FIVE
Regio-regular and regio-random P3HT were purchased from Rieke metals, PCBM
was purchased from Nano-C. PVP was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All
solvents used were anhydrous (Sigma-Aldrich). All materials and solvents were
used as received with no further purification.
Glass substrates (> 1 cm x 1 cm) were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with water,
acetone, methanol and 2-propanol consecutively. Substrates were then dried on
a hot plate and UV-ozone treated for 15 minutes before they were immediately
transferred to the glove box.
P3HT (both types) solutions in chloroform were prepared and spin coated on the
glass substrate followed by annealing in a vacuum oven (110 0C, 3 hrs.). LiF was
thermally evaporated in a rate of 0.5-1 Å/sec with base pressure of at least 110-6
mbar. A 1 wt% solution of PVP in methanol was prepared and spin coated on the
sample following the LiF evaporation and then dried in a vacuum oven (70 0C, 2
hrs.). PCBM was dissolved in hot cyclohexane at a maximum concentration of ~1
mg/ml, solutions were continuously stirred on a hot-plate for several days. After
spin coating the samples with PCBM they were dried in a vacuum oven at room
temperature for at least 12 hrs.
All solutions were filtered prior to spin coating using a 0.2 m PTFE filter. Films
thicknesses were evaluated using a surface profiler (Dektak 150, Veeco). And the
films surface was examined using AFM (Dimension 3000, Digital Instruments).
Absorption

spectra

were

recorded

using

UV-VIS-NIR

scanning

spectrophotometer (UV-3101PC, SHIMADZU).
PLE measurements (see Appendix D) were performed in an integrating sphere
(labsphere) that was coupled using fiber optic cables to an Edinburgh
spectrometer system equipped with a single photon photomultiplier (S300)
detector. For the RR-P3HT excitation a 532 nm CW laser was coupled to inlet
fiber optic cable, and for RRa-P3HT excitation we used the system Xe arc lamp
and monochromator to excite in a 470 nm wavelength.
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The optical constants of the various layers with which the exciton distribution
was calculated are, in correspondence to Fig. 42: nG=1.53, nS=1.39, κS=0. For RRP3HT at 532 nm wavelength: nD=1.945, κD=0.3. For RRa-P3HT at 470 nm
wavelength: nD=1.8, κD=0.15. For PCBM: nA(@470 nm)=2.24, κA(@470 nm)=0.2,
nA(@532 nm)=2.1795, κA(@532 nm)=0.114.
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APPENDIX D – THE PLE SETUP
The system illustrated in Figure 52 was used in two different configurations:
1. For RRa-P3HT based samples – Xe lamp and monochromator were
used to produce a 470 nm light that was coupled to an optical fiber and
led inside the integrating sphere. Light coming out of the integrating
sphere was led using an optical fiber to a second monochromator and
finally to the detector (photon meter).
2. For the RR-P3HT based samples – the low PLE of this material required
high excitation intensities in order to produce a reliable signal. Such
intensities can not be produce using the Xe lamp therefore a 532 nm
100mW CW laser was used. The intensity of the incoming laser was
attenuated using an O.D filter before it was coupled to the optical fiber.
Still, even when the laser signal was attenuated its intensity was too high
and beyond the detector side monochromator separation capability. To
overcome this problem a band-stop filter attenuating signals below
570nm was placed before this monochromator.
In both configurations the collected signals were corrected in order to
compensate for the system response in different wavelengths. In the second
configuration the data was also corrected to account for the band-stop influence
in the relevant wavelengths.
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Xe lamp
Sample

Optical fiber

Band-stop
filter
(Optional)

Monochromator

Optical fiber
Integrating sphere

Monochromator

Laser

O.D filter

Detector

Figure 52. Schematic illustration of the PLE measurement system.
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תקציר
אלקטרוניקה אורגנית הינו תחום בו החומר האקטיבי בהתקן אלקטרוני מבוסס על חומרים אורגניים
כלומר חומרים המבוססים בעיקר על אטום הפחמן .כיום ידוע כי חומרים אורגניים שונים בהם סוגים
מסוימים של פולימרים הם בעלי תכונות של מוליך או מוליך למחצה ולכן מתאימים לשימוש בהתקנים
אלקטרוניים .להתקנים אלקטרוניים המבוססים על חומרים אורגניים מיוחס פוטנציאל גדול לשימוש
במגוון הולך וגדל של יישומים שונים.
צגים ,צגים גמישים ,אריגים פולטי אור ,תגיות זיהוי מבוססות תדר רדיו ,תאי שמש ,התקני זיכרון ועוד,
כולם מהווים דוגמא ליישום בו התכונות הייחודיות של חומרים אורגניים אטרקטיביות מאד לניצול .בן
תכונות אלו ניתן למנות את האפשרות לייצור מבוסס תמיסה ,מחיר זול ,גמישות ,והאפשרות לכוונון של
תכונות אלקטרוניות ואופטיות באמצעות סינתזה כימית .כמובן שלשימוש בחומרים אורגניים בהתקנים
אלקטרוניים גם חסרונ ות כמו רגישות גבוהה לתנאי סביבה וניידות נושאי מטען נמוכה בהשוואה לחומרים
מוליכים למחצה אי-אורגניים עובדה השוללת את שימושם בהתקנים הדורשים מהירות מיתוג גבוהות.
על מנת שהתקנים אלקטרוניים מבוססי חומרים אורגניים יוכלו לממש את הפוטנציאל הגלום בהם,
תהליכי הייצור בהם משתמשים על מנת לייצר התקנים אלו צריכים לשמר את היתרונות ולהתגבר על
החסרונות הנובעים משימוש בחומרים אורגניים .תהליכי הייצור ובמיוחד תהליכי הליטוגרפיה הנפוצים
כיום בתעשיית המיקרואלקטרוניקה ומיושמים בהצלחה רבה בייצור התקנים המבוססים על חומרים אי-
או רגניים אינם מתאימים במקרים רבים לייצור התקנים אלקטרוניים אורגניים מסיבות שונות :אלו אינם
תהליכים זולים ,הם אינם מתאימים לשימוש על מצעים לא מישוריים או גמישים ,הם במקרים רבים לא
מתאימים לשימוש עם חומרים אורגניים בעיקר מכיוון שהם מכילים תהליכי משנה שיכולים לגרום נזק
לחומרים אלו והחשוב מכל הם לא מנצלים את הפשטות שבייצור מבוסס תמיסה שהוא אחד מהיתרונות
המשמעותיים של חומרים אורגניים.
לאור האמור לעיל מתבקש שלצורך הייצור של התקנים אלקטרוניים אורגניים יעשה שימוש בתהליכי
ליטוגרפיה אלטרנטיביים ,כאלו שישמרו את היתרונות הגלומים בחומרים אורגניים .פיתוח של תהליכי
ליטוגרפיה אלטרנטיביים התרחש בשני העשורים האחרונים בקצב גבוה יחסית והוביל לפיתוחן של
שיטות אלטרנטיביות רבות ומגוונות בעלות יכולות ליצירת מבנים בעלי מימדים מיקרונים וננומטרים.
אולם ,במרבית המקרים הדגש בפיתוח של שיטות אלו הושם על הדרישה למבנים ננומטרים וכושר
הפרדה גבוה ( )resolutionתוך הזנחה מסוימת של שאר התכונות הנדרשות משיטת ליטוגרפיה ישימה
כמו היכולת להשתמש בה על שטחים גדולים ,אמינות (מספר פגמים קטן) ושליטה .לכן ,למרות ש-
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"קופסת הכלים" של השיטות האלטרנטיביות קיימת כבר זמן מה ,רק בשנים האחרונות השימוש בשיטות
אלו נבחן בהקשר של ייצור התקנים אלקטרוניים אורגניים.
המטרה העיקרית בעבודת המחקר המוצגת כאן היא להדגים כיצד שיטות ליטוגרפיה אלטרנטיביות יכולות
להשתלב בהצלחה בתהליכי הייצור של התקנים אלקטרוניים אורגניים .מטרתנו היא לא רק להראות כי
התקנים כאלו ניתנים לייצור בעזרת שיטות אלטרנטיביות ,אלא גם להשתמש בשיטות אלו כדי להתגבר
על בעיות ידועות בייצור או בתפקוד החשמלי של התקנים אלו.
מתוך "קופסת הכלים" של השיטות האלטרנטיביות בחרנו להתרכז בשיטות המערבות את תופעת
ההתארגנות העצמית ( .)self assemblyהסיבה לבחירה זו היא ששיטות המבוססות על התארגנות
העצמית הן בעיקרון פשוטות ומאפשרות כושר הפרדה גבוה וקבלת מבנים בטווח גדלים רחב (כולל
הננומטרי) אולם ,הן לעיתים קרובות קשות לשליטה ולא דווקא ישימות על שטחים גדולים .כמובן
שבמהלך הפיתוח של שיטות הייצור המוצגות בעבודה זו שמנו דגש על פתרון בעיות אלו.
עבודת המחקר המוצגת בחיבור זה כוללת את כל השלבים בייצור התקן אלקטרוני אורגני החל משלב
התכנון דרך שלב הייצור ולבסוף האפיון החשמלי .מאחר ותחום האלקטרוניקה האורגנית הינו רחב היקף
ומכיל סוגים שונים ומג וונים של התקנים חשמליים בחרנו להתרכז בשני סוגי התקנים :הטרנזיסטור ותא
שמש .שני התקנים אלו משמשים דוגמא לדגשים ולדרישות השונות בהתקנים חשמליים במיוחד בכל
הנוגע לגודל המבנים וכושר ההפרדה הדרוש .לטרנזיסטור האורגני לדוגמא נדרשים מימדים מיקרונים
והאתגרים אותם הוא מעמיד קשורים בעיקר לתהליכי הייצור בעוד שלתא השמש האורגני נדרשים
מימדים ננומטרים ועיקר האתגרים הקשורים בו נובעים מתפקודו החשמלי/פיסיקלי .שיטת העבודה בה
נקטנו הייתה לזהות תחילה את האתגרים שמציב כל סוג התקן ואז לבחור את שיטת הייצור או
הליטוגרפיה שיכולה לאפשר התגברות על אתגרים אלו.
במקרה הראשון ,של הטרנזיסטור מבוסס חומרים אורגניים ,בחרנו לעשות שימוש בשכבות חד-
מולקולאריות מאורגנות עצמית ולנצל את האפקט הפוטו-קטליטי של תחמוצת הטיטניום (.)TiO2
השימוש בתכונות של חומרים אלו אפשר לנו לנצל את היכולת של שכבות חד-מולקולאריות מאורגנות
עצמית לשנות את תכונות פני השטח עליו הן מיוצרות בעוד האפקט הפוטו-קטליטי של תחמוצת הטיטניום
אפשר הורדה סלקטיבית של שכבות אלו מאזורים מסוימים כך שבפני השטח נוצרו תבניות במימדים
מקרונים בעלות תכונות פני שטח שונות משאר האזורים .שיטות קיימות ליצירת תבניות בשכבות חד-
מולקולאריות מאורגנות עצמית דורשות שימוש במכשור מתוחכם ואיטי או סינתזה מיוחדת של מולקולות,
בשיטה שפותחה ומוצגת בחיבור זה מגבלות אלו לא קיימות .התבניות שנוצרו בשיטה זו שימשו בתורן על
מנת להכתיב התארגנות עצמית של חומר אורגני מוליך .תכנון צורת התבניות אפשר לפיכך את יצירת
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אלקטרודות המקור והשפך ( )source and drainשל טרנזיסטור תוך שימוש בשיטה פשוטה יחסית של
שיטוח מתמיסה.
במקרה השני ,של תא השמש מבוסס חומרים אורגניים ,בחרנו בדרך פעולה המשלבת ליטוגרפיה מבוססת
על פולימרים מורכבים ( )block copolymerושיטות אלטרנטיביות כמו הטבעה ועיצוב ( molding and
 .) embossingבאמצעות שיטה זו הצלחנו לייצר תא שמש בעל מבנה של צומת נשלטת מעורבבת נפחית
( .)controlled bulk heterojunctionמבנה זה הוא בעל יתרונות רבים מבחינת התפקוד
החשמלי/פיסיקלי של תא שמש אורגני .התקנים בעלי מבנה דומה הודגמו בספרות כמה פעמים בעבר אך
במקרים אלו נעשה שימוש בתהליכי ליטוגרפיה סטנדרטים ויקרים שמנעו למעשה שימוש נרחב במבנה זה
לצורך ייצור ושיפור תאי שמש אורגניים .השיטה שפותחה במהלך המחקר איננה עושה שימוש בתהליכי
ליטוגרפיה סטנדרטיים ולפיכך מאפשרת ייצור סדרתי ,פשוט וזול של תאי שמש בעלי מבנה ייחודי זה.
יכולת זו מאפשרת ביצוע מחקר השוואתי הבוחן את ההשפעה של פרמטרים שונים במבנה התא על
יעילותו ,סוג מחקר שכמעט ולא בוצע בעבר .תוך שימוש בשיטה שפותחה ביצענו מחקר הבוחן את
השפעת עומק הצומת על יעילות התא והדגמנו שיפור של למעלה מ 022% -ביעילות של תא בעל מבנה
שכזה כבר בעומק צומת רדוד יחסית.
חלקו האחרון של חיבור זה עוסק בתהליכי מעבר אנרגיה במבנה שכבתי של חומרים אורגניים .למרות
שלנושא זה השלכות מהותיות בכל הנוגע לתכנון וההבנה של דרכי הפעולה של תאי שמש מבוססי
חומ רים אורגניים ,הוא סוטה מהנושא המרכזי שמאחורי עבודת המחקר מאחר והוא לא עוסק בייצור
התקנים בין אם בשיטות סטנדרטיות או אלטרנטיביות .במהלך העבודה על המחקר נתקלנו בתופעה
שלדעתנו נובעת ממעבר אנרגיה תהודתי ( )resonantבטווח של עשרות ננומטרים .מאחר וטווח ארוך
שכזה אינו אפשרי לפי מנגנוני מעבר האנרגיה התהודתיים המקובלים כיום ומאחר וקיימות דוגמאות
מעטות ,אם בכלל ,בספרות המדעית התומכות בקיומו החלטנו להמשיך ולחקור את נושא זה .מדידות של
יעילות פליטה ( )photoluminescence efficiencyשבוצעו ומוצגות בחלק זה מאששות את קיומו של
מנגנון מעבר אנרגיה תהודתי ארוך טווח (כ 022 -ננומטר) במערכת החומרים שנבחנה .כמו כן ,מוצג
מודל תיאורטי שפותח ומנסה להסביר את המנגנון שמאחורי תופעה זו.

III

תודות
המחקר נעשה בהנחיית פרופ' ניר טסל מהפקולטה להנדסת חשמל .חלק מהמחקר נעשה בהנחייה משותפת
של פרופ' ירון פז מהפקולטה להנדסה כימית.
אני מודה למכון ראסל ברי בטכניון ולמשרד המדע על התמיכה הכספית הנדיבה בהשתלמותי.

IV

ייצור התקנים אלקטרוניים אורגנים
בשיטות של התארגנות עצמית
חיבור על מחקר
לשם מילוי חלקי של הדרישות לקבלת התואר דוקטור לפילוסופיה

ערן אבנון
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ייצור התקנים אלקטרוניים אורגנים
בשיטות של התארגנות עצמית

ערן אבנון
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